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introDUction
this report has been prepared by the research team at  
cushman & wakefield to identify the winning cities in today’s 
international real estate investment market. the report looks at 
the largest and fastest growing cities in investment terms and 
differences in pricing, as well as demand and activity between 
sectors. After identifying today’s winning cities, the report goes on 
to look at some of the fundamental drivers of city performance, 
impacting now or in the near future, and considers how the 
pattern of winning cities will change and evolve going forward.  
the final section of the report provides a range of contact points 
for cushman & wakefield research and capital Markets globally. 

while every effort has been made to provide comparable and 
robust city level data, definitions used in different sources will 
necessarily vary, with regard most notably to the geographical 
scope of the city or metro area. such potential differences must 
be borne in mind in comparing data items. For further 
information on this or other matters, please contact the authors 
in the cushman & wakefield research team.

www.winningingrowthcities.com
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the sUMMArY
Against a backdrop of volatile sentiment and activity in the global 
property market, major cities have continued to buck the trend by 
seeing better demand and more stable pricing. indeed, the top 25 
cities increased their market share from 53% to 56% in the year to 
June, lifting investment volumes (excluding development sites) by 
5.9% versus a 0.8% increase in the market as a whole.

new York was the largest global investment market for the second 
year running, witnessing volumes rise 18.9% to Us$34.7 bn, 18% 
above its nearest rival, London, which saw 3.8% growth. London 
however is the biggest global office and hotel investment market 
and the largest for cross-border investors – with a massive 92% 
lead over the second placed city, Paris. new York remains the most 
prominent multi-family investment market while Los Angeles was 
top for industrial, shanghai for development sites and hong Kong 
for retail.

the fundamental drivers of city success which deliver this demand 
cover a wide range of factors, going beyond the usual size and 
wealth considerations to include classic business location priorities 
through to softer factors such as liveability. what we also see is the 
importance of reputation, “brand” and the role of communications. 
Advancing technology may give us the freedom to work anywhere, 
but this is only serving to reshape the role of cities as a melting pot 
of ideas and people, with the winners not only possessing the 
densest network of skills, knowledge and learning but also the 
richest backdrop of culture, innovation and quality of life – factors 
that create the framework for future growth.

the data analysed in this research serves to illustrate that, while a 
dominant group of 10-15 world cities has been established, there is 
a large and growing cohort of others, competing but also co-
operating in a network of global cities. occupier strategies implicitly 
recognise this fact: an over concentration in the biggest cities is 
unnecessary and possibly unhelpful, and as a result national, regional 
and global hubs of specialised skills and services are emerging.  

Looking at the factors analysed in this report, new York clearly 
backs up its winning position in the property investment rankings, 
scoring a top 25 position in all of the areas we investigated – bar 
quality of life – and clearly benefitting as a market of both scale 
and innovation. however, London is giving it a close run, with 
more top 5 placings than new York and just lagging slightly due to 
its weaker economic recovery. shanghai, tokyo and Paris are the 
next most highly-ranked markets. shanghai is a clear winner for 
scale and economic growth but is also improving on softer factors 
such as green transport. tokyo meanwhile enjoys scale as the 
largest global city by population and while economic growth has 
been poor of late, it scores highly across a range of other 
variables. Paris, like London, scores well as a services centre and 
for factors such as education, culture and connectivity. the next 
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group making up the top 10 are largely Asian locations: hong 
Kong, seoul, singapore and Beijing, in addition to Los Angeles.  

this hierarchy of global investment cities has been little changed 
in recent years. however, it is clear that differing patterns of 
growth, a levelling playing field on regulation and forces pushing 
against agglomeration (such as new technology and the battle to 
reduce pollution and energy use) could introduce a stimulus for 
faster change in the future. 

what is sure is that the increasing maturity and sophistication of 
a broader range of countries, the increasing quality of property 
stock and the growing range of markets that global tenants will 
cover will all help to open up more cities for global investment. 

interestingly, if we divide the factors used in this report between 
those pointing towards current scale and clustering and those 
pointing to the framework for future potential (such as education 
and innovation) then only London and new York appear on both 
top lists. Asian markets tend to dominate in terms of scale, and a 
number of european markets emerge strongly for future potential, 
led by Amsterdam and Munich. indeed, when looking at what 
these city drivers may tell us about future property investment, it 
may be that cities such as Amsterdam, Munich and Frankfurt, as 
well as Melbourne and Beijing, should feature more highly.

opportunities for occupiers and investors clearly exist in other 
new and emerging markets, as well as mid-tier cities with skill 
clusters, for example, or a particular tourist and consumer appeal. 
what is more, corporate and retailer expansion not only creates 
an opportunity for investors to follow but also makes it a 
necessity as companies look to leverage the value their 
occupation brings and share risk and reward with investors. 

Looking to the year ahead, recent events continue to reaffirm our 
view that the recovery globally will be slow and uneven, delivering 
a low growth and low interest rate environment for some time to 
come.  indeed, both in the economic and real estate markets 
trends will remain uncertain in 2013 and very diverse from 
location to location. however, notwithstanding the potential for 
existing issues or factors such as the Us election and budget 
wrangle to impact, the economic mood should nonetheless be 
improving as this year ends. solid steps are in place to stabilise the 
euro zone crisis and with lower inflation and steady labour 
markets, this should benefit demand in many cities.

concerning the property market, business uncertainty may lead 
to only a slow recovery in occupier demand, but supply shortages 
in many areas may stimulate some occupiers to act, laying down 
the ground for an eventual return of growth. Furthermore, the 
volatility of inflation over recent years cannot be ignored, and 

investors need to find some degree of inflation proofing if 
possible. As a relatively high yielding asset, property will remain in 
demand for its income regardless. however, while volumes will 
benefit from an increased flow of assets driven by the banks, 
credit to finance acquisitions looks set to remain tight for 
anything but the best space and locations. 

therefore, the overall ingredients are in place for stronger market 
activity in the year ahead – but only if confidence returns more 
notably in the occupier and investor markets. the targets for 
investors will have to be shaped by supply and pricing to a large 
degree, and while a heavy focus on top cities will be maintained, a 
spreading of interest to areas of secure but higher relative 
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“true global cities have gone from 
strength to strength in the past year, 
and the investment hierarchy is now 
well defined. however, the top targets 
are really ‘safety first’ choices and will 
be challenged when recovery comes. 
in our opinion the hierarchy will in fact 
expand as cities mature, higher quality 
property is developed in emerging 
locations and crucially, as occupiers 
lead the way into new markets.”

glenn rufrano                            
President & global ceo



incomes is likely.  As a result this will bring a broader range of 
cities into play and over time that range should continue to 
increase as reform and growth open up new markets and drive 
greater liquidity.

ProPertY MArKet trenDs

the global property market has clearly cooled in recent months. 
however, although corporate occupiers and investors are again 
highly risk averse, the availability of equity – and in some cases 
debt as well – remains good as the relative stability, yield and long-
term value retention of property draws in interest. 

investors are seeking markets which deliver liquidity and growth 
potential on the one hand, and transparency, income stability and 
investment security on the other. this has translated into a 
continued heavy focus on mature, core, liquid markets. For 
example, the top 25 cities have continued to increase their share 
of total investment – now averaging 56% versus 46% back in 2009. 
Across the top 25 cities, 23 are classed as mature and just 2 
emerging (Moscow and shanghai, although in the case of shanghai, 
similarly to Beijing, while its growth record is too strong for it to 
be considered “mature,” its development and standing with global 
businesses place it far ahead of the country as a whole and make 
it very much a tier 1 city target in Asia). 21 of the 25 are also 
unchanged on last year – with sydney, seattle, Phoenix and 
Denver moving up at the expense of san Diego, hamburg, 
Melbourne and Beijing, the latter of which lost out due to the 
slowdown in land sales but is surely set to move back up given its 
scale and appeal in most sectors.

however, for now north America dominates the top rankings, 
with 15 of the top 25 targets and 17 of the fastest growing in the 
past year – a clear suggestion that it is not about to give up its 
dominance any time soon. this is boosted by the region’s higher 
yields and higher yield premiums as well as its liquidity and 
transparency, ticking a lot of boxes on risk and return for today’s 
investors. Asia is the second strongest region in the top 25, with 6 
current targets and 5 high growth markets.

sector trenDs

occupiers in most sectors have adopted a wait-and-see approach 
to expansion this year, focusing on cost saving and consolidation 
in many cases by making best use of their existing space and 
tackling only the strongest new markets. however, in many areas 
the second quarter was stronger than the first, and while the 
short term imperative to grow is not great, strategic industry 
changes are encouraging those occupiers who can act to do so. 
this is particularly true given that supply is generally diminishing 
for the type of modern efficient space that businesses want.

For investors, retail and multi-family have been key areas of 
growth in the world’s top tier of cities, with retail notably 
outperforming the broadly flat market average. in terms of which 
cities are targeted sector by sector there is less variability than 
might be expected, with 13 cities appearing in the top 25 for 
retail, offices and industrial and a further 9 appearing in the top 
list for at least 2 of these segments.  London had a good year 
overall; it was again top for office investment, rose to first from 
second for hotels, climbed to second from fifth for retail and was 
uncharged in sixth for apartments, all aided by the olympics. 
hong Kong retained its place as the largest retail target over the 
year to June, in addition to being fourth for hotels and fifth for 
development sites. new York was top again for multi-family and a 
top 5 player in all categories. other consistently strong cities 
were tokyo, third for retail and industrial, fourth for offices and 
multi-family and Los Angeles, first for industrial, third for 
multifamily and fourth for retail. Paris was third for offices and 
eighth for retail and hotels.

Across the top 25 as a whole, north American cities dominate in 
all sectors bar development sites, all of which are Asian. indeed, 22 
are in Mainland china, underlining how strong this segment of the 
market is even allowing for the falls seen since policy has been 
tightened – with a 24% drop in site sales in the past year. 
european cities had a stronger standing in the office, retail and 
hotel top 25s while Asia has a stronger role in office investment, 
followed by industrial.  America’s dominance was lowest in the 
office segment – but 10 of the top 25 cities were still in the UsA 
or canada. the apartments market has a heavy Us bias (19), with 
germany the second highest market in the ranking.
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MArKet Pricing

Many investors have become hungrier for yield over the past year 
and while the ranking of cities for investment underscores the flight 
to quality seen across all markets in recent years, interestingly only 
8 of the largest 25 investment markets are also among the 25 
lowest yielding cities globally. what is more, the average yield of the 
top 25 targets as at June was higher than the average for mature 
markets generally in the retail and industrial segments.

nonetheless, whilst increased global demand and improved 
transparency are slowly leading to more uniform pricing of top 
prime markets globally, the pricing for riskier or second tier 
markets is more extreme and arguably more locally driven. what is 
more, the gap between top and second tier assets and locations 
has widened in most areas. importantly however, if secondary 
assets are to remain at a discount for some time, that does not 
mean everything that is currently classed as secondary will remain 
so – and it is this rethinking of what is secondary that is starting to 
exercise investor minds. 

indeed, while still prime focused, trends over the last year already 
represent something of a loosening, with more interest in secure 
assets in second tier locations in a range of countries. in assessing 
risk it is evident that many investors are following the relative 
rather than absolute yield. while government bond yields are no 
longer universally considered “risk free,” the premium in average 
prime yields relative to 10 year bonds globally has increased from 
229bp last year to 265bp in June 2012, and this will continue to 
drive interest.

whAt is Driving citY sUccess?

Power lies increasingly with the city, arguably more than the 
nation state in many instances. however, the hierarchy of cities 
faces forces which on one hand are maintaining the status quo 
and encouraging agglomeration into a handful of mega cities but, 
on the other, are ripping power from the established elite and 
spreading it to new urban centres. 

growth factors are in fact polarised between those demand-side 
factors favouring convergence and a self-perpetuating focus on 
the biggest and the best – such as the clustering of industries and 
human capital as well as the agglomeration benefits that can 
follow – and other forces spreading power between a broader 
group of cities. this latter force is largely facilitated by supply-side 
indicators such as technology and urbanisation as well as “scale 
sensitive” issues such as sustainability, security and changing living 
and working patterns and the inefficiency of crowded systems.

what is more, while some drivers are persistent– such as 
urbanisation and the growing middle class – others are changing, 
such as technology and resource use. the exact importance of 
each ingredient of success is never completely clear, partly 
because they are inter-related. scale is crucial in both creating a 
market and drawing in resources, but size also makes innovation 
possible, for example by supporting the cost of developing a high 
speed rail network. Although physical and intellectual capital are 
also key, softer issues such as culture and history have a growing 
impact not just on image and quality of life but also on attracting 
and retaining intellectual resources. Despite these ambiguities, it is 
nonetheless possible to focus on some of the current issues 
facing cities and those who live and work in them:

hong Kong, china
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•	 the Un believes that more people now live in cities than not. 
what may be of more significance however is that an estimated 
70% of co2 emissions derive from cities, and they account for 
60-80% of global energy consumption. sustainability – including 
water management – and efficiency will therefore be of growing 
importance to city success.

•	 Measures of greenness or quality of life often reward mid-sized 
rather than large cities, demonstrating the difficulty of 
combining scale with universal well-being or environmental 
awareness. is this a factor which will steadily favour smaller 
cites or just a necessary part of the tension that always exists 
as a function of size above all? For example, with respect to 
risk, larger cities can be edgier and less friendly simply because 
they contain more that is unknown. it may also reflect a need 
to measure how such things vary across major cities, rather 
than try to gauge their average. 

•	 A lot of new urban sustainability debates focus on 
environmental design issues such as “walkability” and recycling 
that can require a whole new street scrape and urban design 
and even lead to completely new cities emerging. in larger 
cities, the need is to improve what is already there and to 
enhance efficiency as well as reduce sprawl and unnecessary 
travel through new infrastructure and also retrofitting.

•	 cities are suffering an increasing number of extreme weather 
events and as a result need to be more resilient. At the same 
time, such risk factors open up the need for humans to be 
more dispersed. this need also arose after 9/11 as planners and 
businesses considered how they should react to terrorist risks. 
equally it happened in Japan as rebuilding got under way after 
the tohoku earthquake. 

•	 the impact of issues, such as technological change, will differ city 
by city as a function of a number of factors including the quality 
of the workforce. the educational and training infrastructure has 
a significant impact on the workforce itself, its reputation with 
businesses and its ability to absorb new ideas and build upon 
them – hence both technology uptake and innovation are 
impacted. 

•	 sustaining a healthy balance between industrial change and 
urban development has not proved easy in some cases and 
there is a clear need to diversify and not rely on one industry. 
hubs need not just skills and knowledge but also culture and 
entertainment and diversity to attract, inspire and retain 
different age and social groups. Public and private involvement 
is necessary, with long term planning to encourage integrated 
cities that allow and, if possible, encourage innovation and 
entrepreneurs.

cites AnD reAL estAte

cities are more important in economic terms than their size 
suggests – with the top 100 accounting for only 12% of 
population but 30% of gDP. however, what is even more notable 

is that the same cities account for almost 80% of property 
investment activity. the top 10 cities are more balanced 
economically, speaking for 3.5% of the population and 4.8% of 
global gDP but account for 36% of property investment. so what 
are property investors missing? 

such a concentration of activity in a handful of cities is clearly 
difficult to break down. however, when combined with the fact 
that the real estate investment pie should be growing and the 
range of participants broadening – notably with an increasing 
number of players from new markets – then it is only to be 
expected that competition at the top table will rise. this is 
particularly true as economic growth rates vary and as regulation 
and transparency are harmonised and improved. At the very least 
we will in the future have a broader range of large dominant cities, 
if not that some existing alpha cities could be past their sell by 
date and may drop down the hierarchy. 

europe has two absolute stalwarts among the global economy and 
property market elites in London and Paris but lacks the same 
scale of megacities as Asia and the Americas, with only Moscow 
and istanbul waiting in the wings. At the same time however, 
europe does have a range of medium to large skill clusters as well 
as areas of strong innovation such as stockholm, Munich and 
Amsterdam. some of these markets will continue to compete 
strongly for investor attention – offering some growth upside as 
well as risk protection thanks to their mature and open nature.

north America has a mix of cities that are large, innovative and 
fast growing, and its share of global investment should 
consequently remain strong. Among emerging markets, Asian cities 

source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics, various
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offer a stronger blend of scale, growth and innovation than key 
hubs in Latin America or eastern europe, but that may change as 
Latin America gets used to its higher global profile and as the 
larger cities in emerging europe – Moscow, istanbul and warsaw 
– grow as both regional and national hubs.  the leading growth 
cities in Asia are largely in china as urbanisation and 
modernisation continue. given the high levels of development, 
which is expected to double office stock in many cities inside the 
next 10 years, the potential for these cities in the global property 
market is clearly significant.

gLoBAL reAL estAte: the YeAr AheAD

the macro fundamentals of the market as a place to do business 
are coming under greater scrutiny. emerging and mature markets 
are responding with reforms and regulatory improvements – 
whether that is in india’s relaxation of foreign investment rules in 
the retail sector or the start of employment reform in spain. 

however, while long term players such as some high net worth 
individuals, family offices and global pension funds may be 
prepared to wait to see their investments rewarded through less 
volatility, capital preservation and inflation hedging, the shorter 
time horizon of many other funds and companies means they are 
now starting to look more closely at where their future returns 
will derive. Most remain highly sensitive to risk, and thus they are 
looking towards a higher income return in the first instance, not 
chasing potential rental growth. Development is also starting to 
feature on the radar in some areas, notably Asia and Latin America 
but also parts of north America such as multi-family residential, 
and for the future, in some of europe’s most liquid but supply 
constrained cities. 

Meanwhile, rental growth is not frequently mentioned – with 
most investors assuming a fairly flat trajectory in the short term 
at least, even in emerging markets. nonetheless, investors of all 
risk profiles are alert to what will drive demand over time, 
whether that is urbanisation and demographic growth in emerging 
markets like Mexico city, Jakarta, istanbul and of course tier 1, 2 
or 3 cities across china, or whether that is in the growth of skill 
clusters in san Francisco, Bangalore or London or resource driven 
growth hotspots in Perth, calgary or Moscow.

Prime yields have been broadly stable over the last year in most 
areas, with the Americas seeing a slightly greater degree of 
compression, followed by Asia and europe. expectations are for 
this to continue, although with low interest rates set to remain 
and fresh stimuli hitting the global market, the best cities could 
see a further bout of compression as they stand out as a relatively 
safe guardian of value in a still uncertain world. they could in fact 
surprise on the upside in the near term but those without the 

ability to deliver real rental growth will of course start to see this 
reverse as, and when, bond yields rise.

Away from the grade A market, values will remain weak for 
poorer space, but the market is likely to become much more 
nuanced in most areas as “secondary” is redefined and pulled 
apart based on its ability to deliver an acceptable solution for 
occupiers. with secondary investment supply to increase, those 
properties that can’t adapt to occupier needs will clearly suffer 
while those that can will be more in demand.

office trends will be mixed, with a move towards central, 
well-serviced and high quality space in many areas. however, even 
in the same countries and industries, some businesses are looking 
to lower cost solutions in decentralised areas. retail trends are 
also mixed, with some areas losing out but demand sustaining in 
areas of above-average catchment size and wealth, with a high 
volume of international tourism and located in or close to gateway 
cities. increasing demand is focused on core and emerging markets, 
albeit typically tier 1 cities in all cases. 

MArKets BY region: north AMericA

the Us is relatively healthy but undoubtedly slower than 
expected, with the domestic recovery disappointing, global risks 
pre-occupying some markets and the fiscal cliff to worry about 
next year. Pricing has held firm for the best space in the top tier 
of cities, but with investors seeking more yield in general and 
ready to take on a little risk to get there – for example in 
residential development – demand for dry assets has slowed. 
nonetheless, while the economy may be volatile, it is steadily 
going in the right direction, and with companies cash-rich, even a 
weak growth economy will slowly expose areas of undersupply 
given the lack of development in recent years.

san Francisco, UsA
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core cities remain the main target for investment, although there 
has been more demand in some second tier markets as investors 
seek out yield. new York is the top pick for most players from 
home or abroad given the tightness of office supply and the level 
of pricing relative to replacement costs. san Francisco and 
washington are next in line, but interest in washington has been 
tempered by the uncertain outlook for government jobs in light 
of deficit reduction plans. in the next tier are Boston, Los Angeles 
and Dallas as well as houston, seattle and Denver. with investors 
focusing on occupier fundamentals, cities in texas have benefitted 
from good job growth, specifically houston buoyed by the oil 
industry. seattle and Denver, like san Francisco, have been boosted 
by technology driven growth. Foreign investors meanwhile tend to 
have a more limited buy-list, with only the more enterprising 
straying from the top three cities.

residential demand is broader, but at current cap rates, more 
investors are turning to development rather than asset purchases 
to hit their hurdle rates. tenant demand has been pushed up as 
home ownership has become less attractive or accessible. with 
development down, at least until recently, rents have been under 
upward pressure, although this may start to ease in the year ahead.

the fundamentals of the industrial market are steadily improving 
as vacancy drops, with a focus among occupiers and investors on 
institutional-grade warehousing in hub locations. south california 
is the top market by some margin, followed by new Jersey, Miami 
and chicago, and steady growth is expected next year.

in the retail market, trends are bottoming out for the best space. 
Among investors, high streets are favoured in the top six cities, as 
well as grocery anchored strip malls where the anchor is strong. 
the market is heavily polarised with outlet and discount centres 
performing well at one extreme and luxury retailing at the other, 
and as a result, a lot of pain is still being seen in the middle 
ground. western Us is generally performing best, favouring for 
example san Francisco, seattle and Portland, followed by the 
southern Us and then the northeast. grade A centres in general 
are performing well and tourism is also helping gateway cities, 
with good demand in urban luxury markets in new York, 
washington, Miami, Los Angeles, san Francisco and Las vegas as 
well as toronto and vancouver in canada.

concerning canada, strong fund demand continues to be 
thwarted by a lack of available quality stock – urging many 
institutions to carry on investing abroad. reits have been more 
active and are both expanding and consolidating, helped by their 
low cost of capital. with foreign buyers also targeting the market 
there is more capital available than in 2011, fuelled by a flight to 
quality but also by a search for yield. with supply shortages, more 
off-market deals are being agreed upon, and the market may end 
the year on a busier note than expected. 

LAtin AMericA

Demand is generally solid in Latin America but more cautious 
than seen last year with supply shortages now as much a driver 
for growth as occupier demand. increased global risk aversion 
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does not play kindly in the region but nonetheless a growing 
number of global players are still looking at the market. Domestic 
fund demand is also good, with pension fund and institutional 
money often ready to take more risks. 

From a macro perspective Brazil has been most at risk, with 
lower demand from china hitting its commodities sector. 
however, with unemployment, interest rates and inflation all 
falling, growth is forecast to pick up in the months to come. 
other countries in the region have seen slower but still robust 
growth, led by chile, ecuador and Peru as well as venezuela, 
where a pre-election construction boom has benefited the 
housing market. Mexico has also bucked the general global trend, 
with growth forecasts being revised upwards thanks to strong 
foreign capital inflows.

housing markets in the region remain under-supplied for low cost 
property, and government action plus increasing mortgage 
availability are boosting the market. retail has also been a bright 

spot, with the growth of the urban middle class drawing in 
international retailer interest and creating opportunities for 
investors and developers to feed the under-supplied market with 
new and larger units. Mexico is the healthiest at present, but Brazil 
remains the most enticing long term market even though short 
term growth could be more muted. Additionally in Brazil more 
interest is focused on second tier cities which have been under-
supplied in the past.

office markets in the region have fared relatively well, with      
são Paulo, Lima and Bogota showing the strongest rental growth 
this year. Demand is generally steady but vacancy is either at or 
near record lows in many cities such as são Paulo (despite new 
development) or at least falling, as in santiago, Bogota and Lima. 
however, increased development or occupier caution has pushed 
up vacancy in some areas, such as Mexico city, Buenos Aires and 
rio de Janeiro, and the market will remain supply led in the short 
term, with development pipelines keenly watched.

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

citY tArgets For investMent in 2013
AMericAs AsiA PAciFic eMeA

core offices: Us cBD gateway cities (new 
York, san Francisco, washington 
Dc), core canadian cities (toronto, 
vancouver)

retail: core 24 hour gateway cities in 
UsA and canada

Apartments: Multi-family in top 
Us cities (new York, Boston, san 
Francisco, Los Angeles)

offices: sydney, Melbourne, Perth 
shanghai, Beijing, tokyo

retail: shanghai, Beijing plus defensive 
core markets (singapore, hong Kong, 
sydney, tokyo)

hospitality: singapore, hong Kong, 
tokyo

residential:  Japan

office: London, Paris, stockholm, Munich, 
Frankfurt

retail: core german cities including 
Munich, stuttgart. Also Paris, London, 
stockholm

Logistics: London, Paris, Munich, 
hamburg, stockholm

core-PLUs offices: core space, growth markets 
(seattle, houston, Austin, Portland, 
Boston, Los Angeles, Dallas). suburban 
offices in core Us and canadian cities

Logistics: core assets (south 
california, new Jersey, Miami, chicago)

core leased assets: são Paolo, santiago

offices: singapore, hong Kong, osaka, 
Kuala Lumpur

retail: growth markets (osaka, seoul)

Logistics: sydney, tokyo, singapore, 
hong Kong

residential: singapore

offices: Amsterdam, Berlin, UK thames 
valley, Prague, warsaw. Development in 
core cities: London, Paris, stockholm, 
Frankfurt

retail: Larger cities in italy, Poland, 
netherlands, Prague

Logistics: rotterdam, Antwerp, warsaw, 
Prague, Budapest

oPPortUnistic offices: Mexican cities for short term 
gain. 

Under rented grade A Us office and 
apartment property: south Florida, 
Dallas, chicago.

retail and residential development: 
santiago and 1st and 2nd tier Brazilian 
and Mexican cities

Logistics: Market servicing key 
Brazilian and Mexican cities

offices: emerging growth markets 
(Jakarta, Mumbai, Bangalore, 
guangzhou, shenzhen)

retail: emerging markets (hanoi, Kuala 
Lumpur, Bangkok, Jakarta, new Delhi 
and other top indian cities)

Logistics: gateway china cities 
(shanghai, Beijing, guangdong)

offices: Lisbon, Moscow, istanbul, Milan

retail: Major cities in turkey and active 
management/development in larger 
western cities

Logistics: serving large eastern european 
cities

Distress: italy, spain, Portugal

source:  cushman & wakefield global capital Markets

winning in   
growth cities
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inward foreign investment is boosting industrial demand regionally, 
but most notably in the auto sector in Mexico, focused in central 
areas from Monterrey down to Mexico city, followed by northern 
towns such as tijuana. Brazil is seeing near record low vacancy 
rates due to strong demand for modern logistics space, focused 
on the main industrial markets of são Paulo and campinas.

AsiA PAciFic

economic growth has moderated in much of Asia, and the 
domestic pick up forecast in markets such as china and Japan 
have not been as marked as hoped, underlying the 
interconnectedness of global regions. nonetheless, in general a 
soft landing is still expected, with a range of actions having already 
occurred including monetary easing and other policy initiatives 
planned to boost consumer spending. 

while growth is expected to continue in 2013, the environment 
will remain somewhat uncertain in the short term – for example 
with corporate expansion held back by the less than clear global 
outlook and food prices remaining a concern in some areas as well.  
Against this background, it is no surprise that the regional property 
market has seen something of a slowdown in recent months. 
nevertheless, activity is being supported by low interest rates as 
well as generally better debt availability than other regions.

the release of better product as local investors test the market 
will aid activity levels. with a good appetite from foreign players 
for quality property in top cities, good assets will continue to find 
lots of support. A number of core foreign buyers are targeting 
china, with a focus on the big three cities of hong Kong, Beijing 
and shanghai. overseas funds, particularly sovereign wealth funds, 
are also targeting Australia once more. in tokyo, the market has 
been stirred by an increase in supply – albeit much of which is 

grade B – but yield conscious demand is frequently moving to 
second tier cities such as osaka.

while hiring and expansion plans have been more muted of late, 
office prospects are generally viewed to be good, at least with 
respect to grade A space which is subject to rental growth 
pressures in markets such as Beijing, shanghai, guangzhou, 
Bangalore, new Delhi, Jakarta, Bangkok and Manila. some markets 
such as hong Kong, tokyo and sydney have seen rents fall back 
this year but no marked correction is expected, with tokyo and 
seoul bottoming out, hong Kong being supported by low vacancy 
and limited new supply and Australian markets benefitting from 
interest rate cuts as well as their high yield relative to the rest of 
the region. 

Muted manufacturing growth is impacting industrial and 
warehousing demand in the region although retail sales continue to 
drive activity. Logistics demand will be buoyed by the growth of 
modern retailing as well as e-tailing, with the best opportunities in 
key cities such as hong Kong, tokyo, sydney, singapore and seoul in 
addition to mainland chinese markets around, Beijing and shanghai.

Asia is a growing driver for the profits of global retailers, and 
markets are befitting from an inflow of international retailers, 
particularly china, followed by india and parts of south east Asia 
with a focus on tier 1 cities. in china, shanghai and Beijing are 
preferred as gateway cities but government action to boost 
domestic demand is attracting retailers more widely, although this 
may also lead to oversupply in some second tier cities as 
developers are diverted from the residential sector. At the same 
time, hong Kong is benefiting from strong tourism but is also 
seeing increased competition as retailing improves on the 
mainland and tariffs are cut. seoul has been more active as a 
target for fashion brands and with more room to grow as free 
trade agreements attract producers. india is also set to benefit 
from a relaxation in regulations on foreign investment as well as a 
cut in excise duties.

eUroPe

the european market may be slower and more cautious than 
others, but high demand continues for quality property in core 
cities. there is some hesitancy on pricing in some areas, but as a 
whole this relates to non-prime space. while debt availability has 
generally stabilised, the market is still dominated by equity players. 
in some cases, that equity has become more expensive and 
demanding, and as more secondary stock emerges on the market, 
pricing will be forced down, as it may be in some prime markets 
once bond yields start to rise. 

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication
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while not unexpected, economic conditions have been weak so 
far this year, but a stabilisation is predicted in the months ahead 
with low but positive growth in most areas pencilled in for 2013.  
in the immediate term, however, the sovereign debt crisis will 
continue to dominate the outlook, particularly with respect to 
its impact on confidence. here there are some reasons to be 
hopeful that we may be past the worst, with the first building 
blocks of a solution in place in the shape of a more robust 
firewall between countries and between the banking and public 
sector, and the start of serious negotiations on greater fiscal 
cooperation and control. 

while the outlook will remain volatile, particularly given the 
important elections due next year, in the short term this will 
hopefully lead to more reassurance that disaster will be avoided 
and that any euro zone exits will be well-managed. it may also 
signal the start of more serious and widespread reform that will 
boost europe as a whole. indeed, while the focus of this report is 
at a city level, it is clear that for europe, regional and national level 
changes will be major determinants of medium term success.

For now, buyers remain focused on historic areas of strength to a 
large degree. strong bidding has continued in London as well as in 
the top german cities and in Paris, with a handful of foreign 
players dominating the Paris market of late. Location is of key 
importance in most areas, followed by income security and lease 
length for core players. As the market continues to reorganise 
over the coming year, the scale of opportunities on offer will 
increase, but for now many of the opportunistic funds in the 
market are not finding as much potential as they had expected. 

office markets have suffered increasing uncertainty due to the 
renewed weakness of the economy as well as the travails facing 
the banking sector. however it has gained in popularity among 
investors, taking 54% of trading activity in the first half of the year 

versus 41% in the first half of 2011. in the leasing market, it is 
larger deals which have been the main victims of delays and 
uncertainty, with activity among consolidating and upgrading 
occupiers targeting smaller suites proving more robust. this has 
included increased activity in some cheaper submarkets of certain 
cities such as Paris and Brussels. however, growth pressures as a 
whole are still very much focused on grade A cBD space, and 
with development still subdued, vacancy rates are trending 
downwards. As a result, pressure on rents will return quickly once 
corporate confidence recovers, notably in London, Paris, 
stockholm and top german cities.

industrial markets face similar pressures, with occupier caution, 
consolidation driven demand and limited development. retailers are 
the most active players of the demand profile, with e-commerce 
driving change and leading to a polarisation between major 
distribution hubs that are seeing activity continue and other 
markets where demand and activity have weakened. strategic 
change will however boost overall demand as confidence and trade 
levels improve, aiding performance in markets with low and falling 
availability such as Brussels, London, ile de France, Amsterdam and 
key german nodes.

For retail, underlying performances have been very volatile from 
market to market, with a typical polarisation between prime and 
secondary and better performance from the extremes of value 
and luxury rather than much of the mass market. the cheaper 
euro has benefitted some cities with rising tourism and solid 
international retailer demand. however, the more limited 
shopping centre pipeline is both a challenge to incoming retailers 
as well as a support to existing values. emerging markets are 
more in favour among retailers than they were before, and 
typically still offer a better supply of new shopping centre space, 
particularly in russia and turkey. Poland is perhaps the top pick in 
central europe, for both retail and offices.

Paris, France

winning in   
growth cities
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2012/2013

KeY inDicAtors For cUshMAn & wAKeFieLD’s winning cities
re investMent 

2011/12 Us$ BiLLion 
rcA, ex Dev sites

oFFice stocK 
MiLLion sq.M 

JUn-2012

PoPULAtion       
MiLLion 2011

gDP est              
Us$ BiLLion 2011

BUsiness 
FUnctions 
coMPosite 

rAnKing 

toP cities For 
connectivitY 

coMPosite 
rAnKing

Amsterdam 3.6 6.6 1.97 90 17 17

Beijing 3.1 26.1 16.50 157 12 10

Berlin 5.8 17.5 4.38 113 61 67

Frankfurt 4.0 12.0 1.95 216 9 13

hong Kong 16.8 4.7 7.10 227 4 2

London 29.3 23.8 12.60 783 1 4

Los Angeles 17.0 16.9 17.00 677 38 9

Melbourne 3.4 4.1 4.23 159 14 97

Moscow 5.2 12.7 16.20 224 26 165

Munich 3.8 20.0 2.08 187 20 99

new York 34.7 46.5 21.50 1,091 2 3

Paris 19.4 26.5 10.60 650 6 5

san Francisco 15.4 10.4 7.15 259 18 19

seoul 6.0 4.7 25.40 512 13 20

shanghai 7.9 24.5 25.50 213 16 11

singapore 7.3 7.3 6.55 179 7 6

stockholm 6.4 11.1 2.10 125 19 47

sydney 6.4 4.9 4.70 192 8 64

tokyo 23.9 49.8 34.50 1,335 3 1

toronto 8.0 15.7 5.85 222 4 80
note: geographical definitions may vary by data item. in addition the office stock figures are “market accepted” and therefore may vary in grades included.

Business Functions: c&w composite ranking based on representation of corporate headquarters (hq’s), business services and importance of financial services (ranking out of 199 cities).

connectivity: c&w composite ranking based on airport passenger data, port (container) traffic and modal split of passenger transport, such as public transport (ranking out of 164 cities).

sources:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics, thomas Brinkhoff, http://www.citypopulation.de; oxford economics, Brookings institute, Fortune Magazine; Z/Yen group; gawc, ePoMM; Aci; AAPA
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who Are the winning cities?

toP DestinAtions For investMent in ProPertY

the FAstest growing ProPertY investMent MArKets

toP DestinAtions For retAiL investMent

toP DestinAtions For oFFice investMent

toP DestinAtions For inDUstriAL investMent

toP DestinAtions For investMent in DeveLoPMent sites

toP DestinAtions For MULti- FAMiLY resiDentiAL investMent

toP DestinAtions For hoteL investMent

toP DestinAtions For cross-BorDer investMent

ProPertY YieLDs

ProPertY YieLD PreMiUM

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

toronto, canada

winning in   
growth cities
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toP DestinAtions For investMent in ProPertY
whilst falling in recent months, overall trading volumes in 2012 (twelve months to q2) were a marginal 0.8% ahead compared with the 
previous year. in examining the primary destinations for property investment, the top four spots in 2012 were the same as in 2011, with the 
wider new York city Metro attracting the most capital for real estate (excluding development sites), followed by greater London, tokyo 
and Paris. Additionally, the fifth to eighth places in the ranking also maintained consistency from that seen in 2011, albeit with the cities 
appearing in a slightly different order in 2012. in terms of distribution, the top six positions were shared equally across the globe, with each 
region securing two places in the ranking. concerning investment by property sector, the office market attracted the most investor capital, 
accounting for a 43.5% share of the total volume, followed by retail (20.8%), residential (18.1%), industrial (10.3%) and then the hotel sector 
(7.2%).

since the onset of the financial crisis, the prime end of the market has seen the bulk of activity, and this trend has continued through to 
2012, in turn supporting pricing. As a result the gap between the prime and secondary markets has continued to widen further, where 
tenant demand is weaker and pricing has inevitably – if not always visibly – moved out. however, increased interest, particularly from 
opportunistic investors with equity at their disposal, may see traction increase for the more prominent secondary locations in the year 
ahead, especially in light of the tight supply of core product and a high demand for income.

“investors are 
focusing on top-
quality core assets 
in ‘international’ 
cities that – despite 
the fragility in the 
global economy – 
are holding their 
value. Although 
overall tolerance and 
interest for second 
tier cities and 
product has waned 
slightly, it is set to 
grow as occupier 
confidence in the 
market stirs.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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the FAstest growing ProPertY investMent MArKets
the chinese city of guangzhou saw the highest percentage increase in capital invested out of any major real estate market over the twelve 
months to q2 2012. while this growth was significantly supported by the sale of just one building (the guangzhou international Finance 
center, which changed hands for Us$975 million), as a whole the Asia Pacific region has performed strongly over the year, taking three of 
the top five spots in the Fastest growing investment Market ranking. two of these cities, taipei and Perth, witnessed buoyant growth as 
investors demonstrated a preference for cBD office buildings. 

however, while Asia’s performance has been impressive, it is north America which has again dominated the ranking overall, accounting for 
17 of the top 25 cities and two of the top five. this was bolstered by the broad spread of mature and expansive cities in the region and the 
large individual lot sizes found in most areas. the biggest deal in the region was the Us$1.2 billion sale of scotia Plaza in toronto, confirming 
a preference for well-located, multi-tenanted office space. european cities featured three times in the ranking, with Munich sixth, oslo ninth 
and Berlin 15th. Broken down by sector, the largest deals concluded in oslo were office-related, with shopping centre and residential 
transactions more prominent in the german cities.
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“cities offering size 
and/or those with 
trophy buildings 
for sale (which 
may not have 
previously traded) 
registered the best 
growth over the 
last year, with a 
clear preference for 
multi-tenanted, cBD 
offices in an attempt 
to secure income 
streams and dampen 
any over-reliance on 
one occupier.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics

winning in   
growth cities



toP DestinAtions For retAiL investMent
hong Kong retained the top spot for retail sector investment over the twelve months to q2 2012, with volumes reaching Us$8.7 billion, 
boosted by the substantial Us$2.4 billion sale of Festival walk. London claimed the second position, moving up three places due to the sale 
of a 50% share of westfield stratford city for Us$1.4 billion, helping the city reach Us$4.9 billion over the year. tokyo climbed from sixth 
place to third, with Los Angeles and new York taking fourth and fifth, respectively. Johannesburg, the only African location to feature, hit the 
top 25 and claimed 21st place, with Us$1.1 billion of sales achieved (q3 2011 – q2 2012), linked to two larger shopping centre portfolio 
deals in 2011. 

overall retail volumes in the 12 months to q2 2012 were down 1.1% compared with the previous year, but cities such as tokyo and 
shanghai performed particularly well on the back of strong demand from new market entrants, active expansion plans from already-
established chains and tight supply levels. south American cities, while not in the top 50 globally, are witnessing good interest, underpinned 
by positive economic fundamentals. Although a lack of supply has been a key inhibitor to improved investment and leasing, activity is 
increasing as global interest grows in these rapidly expanding markets.
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“Demand for 
retail investment 
is increasing 
as investors – 
particularly cross-
border players – 
look for safe areas 
with long-term 
growth potential. 
shopping centres are 
the best performing 
retail sub-sector, 
with investors 
seeking either 
established ‘elite’ 
schemes or those 
that can offer active 
management angles.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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toP DestinAtions For oFFice investMent
overall trading volumes in the global office market were up by 2.3% in the twelve months to q2 2012, with London once again taking the 
top place for office property investment as investors look to safe havens during the current turbulent times. indeed, the top 5 spots in 2012 
are the same as that seen in the 2011, with new York in 2nd place, followed by Paris, tokyo and washington Dc. in this year’s ranking, the 
top 5 locations recorded a total of Us$68.6 bn worth of transactions – a marginal increase of 2.4% compared with the twelve months to 
q2 2011, albeit driven by growth in Paris and new York.

investment activity is concentrated in relatively few global markets with only three new entrants in the top 25 2012 city ranking, namely 
oslo, Dallas and Brisbane, displacing Beijing, Miami and hamburg. however, with demand strong in these cities, some core investors are 
beginning to broaden their horizons. overall, the remainder of 2012 and beginning of 2013 will see investors continue to focus on core 
locations and larger, more liquid markets, largely due to the anticipated slow stabilisation and recovery in the economic and macro business 
environments. however, supply shortages in some leading cities are expected to drive an early return of rental growth. 
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“centrally located 
offices dominate 
the sector, with a 
clear preference 
for schemes that 
possess good 
covenants that 
support their 
income streams. 
while investors 
are seeking yield 
in some areas, 
secondary quality 
buildings or those 
located in secondary 
locations are 
still largely being 
ignored.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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toP DestinAtions For inDUstriAL investMent
concerning the top destinations for industrial investment (twelve months to q2 2012), Los Angeles comes out on top for 2012, moving up 
one place from 2011. north American cities as a whole dominated industrial investment activity this year, with the region taking 15 of the 
top 25 places in the ranking. however, there have been signs that, over time, north America is beginning to lose ground to the increasingly-
competitive Asia Pacific markets. this is particularly evident in the manufacturing sector, which saw the region take 7 of the top 25 global 
spots. 

tokyo was the most active Asia Pacific city, displacing singapore from first place (which consequently fell to 14th place). A number of 
markets in the region, both emerging (e.g china) and mature (e.g Japan), have an undersupply of grade A space, causing prices to come 
come under pressure and sparking increased investor interest. europe also managed to squeeze into the top 25 cities ranking, securing 
three places. London just made it into the top 10 in 9th place, followed by Moscow in the 18th spot and Manchester in 24th place. e-tailing 
continues to be a driver of logistics globally, and alongside the increasingly global outlook of many operators, key locations are expected to 
see an increased level of activity over the next twelve months. in addition, with sustainability becoming an increasingly crucial consideration 
to occupiers as companies look to future costs and become more aware of their environmental responsibility, green schemes will become 
more of an interest and hot topic in the industrial investment market.
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commercial industrial property, greater city area, closed deals, Us$5 million plus“overall investment 
globally into the 
industrial market 
was slower in 2012 
than the previous 12 
months as both the 
uncertain economic 
environment and the 
limited availability 
of prime product in 
core markets impact 
on activity.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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toP DestinAtions For investMent in DeveLoPMent sites
the Asia Pacific region continued its global dominance in terms of investment and led the way in the development site/land investment 
market in the twelve months to q2 2012, taking all of the top 25 spots. the individual rankings were largely the same as in 2011 with only 
three new entrants: Jinan (16th place), tangshan (22nd place) and xiamen (25th place), in doing so displacing Fuzhou, harbin and hefei. 
Looking at the top spots, shanghai and Beijing remained first and second, respectively. however, the overall amount of activity amongst the 
top 25 cities has slowed, with trading volumes over the period down 21% on an annual basis, reaching Us$166.6 billion in the year to q2 
2012. this is largely due to central government intervention and the issuing of policies and measures aimed at discouraging speculative or 
investment-driven housing demand. these include higher down-payments, higher loan rates and a ban on third home purchases, all of which 
have dampened demand.

the only non Asia Pacific locations to make it into the top 50 were London, taking the 33rd spot, and new York in 36th place. the largest 
single transaction outside of the Asia Pacific region was the sale of a site in Dubai by a local emirati investor to canada’s Phoenician Funds 
in the region of Us$400 million.
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“the dominance 
of the Asia 
Pacific region for 
investment into 
development sites 
continues, although 
overall activity levels 
have slowed as 
central governments 
intervened in a 
bid to cool the 
market, particularly 
in china. these 
brakes, however, may 
come off in 2013 as 
renewed stimulus 
may be warranted.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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toP DestinAtions For MULti-FAMiLY resiDentiAL investMent
new York retains its number one position as the largest global residential market (multi-family). indeed the top seven places are unchanged 
from the 2011 ranking with a definitive investor focus on densely populated metropolitan areas that have an established residential market. 
the largest single deal was just under Us$920 million, where UK’s Delancey acquired the olympic village in east London in a joint venture 
with the qatari investment Authority in 2011. 

investors are clearly keeping a keen eye on the residential rental market, especially in light of the tight lending conditions. this is largely 
affecting consumers who are now postponing purchasing decisions and consequently looking to the rental market to satisfy their 
accommodation needs for the time being. this, and the continued urbanisation in some areas of Asia Pacific and Latin America has seen 
global trading volumes in the residential sector record the largest gain of any sector over the year to q2 2012, with activity up 26.6%. 
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Multi-family, greater city area, closed deals, Us$5 million plus

“insufficient bank 
lending in terms 
of consumer 
mortgages continues 
to stifle home 
buying activity, but 
as more occupiers 
are tending to 
lease rather than 
buy, investors are 
looking to leverage 
off this situation. 
those cities seeing 
the most urban 
migration are also 
likely to benefit 
significantly from 
capital invested 
into the residential 
sector.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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toP DestinAtions For hoteL investMent
helped no doubt by the olympics, London rose to claim first place in the top Destinations for hotel investment ranking for 2012, usurping 
new York in the process. indeed, the largest single asset deal was also recorded in London, with the world famous claridge’s hotel changing 
hands for approximately Us$500 million. Down from six in 2011, five of the top ten cities by trading volumes were in the UsA, making way 
for the reappearance of hong Kong from the Asia Pacific region and first time entrants tokyo and osaka. Aside from London, Paris remains 
the only other european city to feature in the top 10, moving from third place to eighth.  

globally, investment into the hotel sector was down 12.4% in the twelve months to q2 2012 compared with the previous year as economic 
headwinds have lengthened deal closing times and slowed activity. given the constrains on lending by banks, equity investors and high net 
worth individuals, alongside sovereign wealth funds, are expected to continue to be most active players in the sector. these investors will 
focus on core –often trophy – products leased to top branded operators with proven income streams, and consequently the gap between 
the first tier and the rest of the market is likely to widen further.
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hotel property, greater city area, closed deals, Us$5 million plus

“gateway Locations 
with proven 
business and tourist 
footfall will serve as 
target markets for 
investors, although 
brand positioning 
will also remain a 
key factor in the 
decision-making 
process.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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toP DestinAtions For cross-BorDer investMent
global flows of cross-border capital reached Us$150 billion in the 12 months to q2 2012, a rise of 4.3% on the same period in 2011 and 
outperforming the market as a whole which fell by 7.5% (including development sites). London topped the table for the second year in a 
row at Us$19.6 billion, with Paris some way back in second place and new York securing third spot. tokyo and hong Kong are the top two 
Asia Pacific cities slotting in at fourth and fifth, respectively. with sentiment uncertain on the economic background but generally positive on 
prime real estate, activity is focused on those locations that are perceived to offer some level of security as investors balance potential 
rewards against their heightened sensitivity to risk. indeed, all of the top 5 locations saw increases in the amount of international capital 
invested over the past year. the total amount of cross-border capital (including development sites) equated to 19.3% of total global trading 
volumes (year to q2 2012). this represents a rise in market share of 2.2%, and consensus indicates this is only to increase further in the 
coming year.
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All sectors, greater city area, closed deals, Us$5 million plus

“cities with a 
proven track record 
for both the ease 
of market entry 
and market exit will 
continue to attract 
most international 
capital, and with 
demand for core 
product dominating 
the market, pricing 
for these assets will 
remain keen and 
could increase in 
some areas in 2013.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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ProPertY YieLDs
global property yields for prime real estate – as an average 
weighted across the primary office, retail and industrial 
commercial sectors – stood at 6.86% at q2 2012. with prime, 
core product seeing relatively healthy levels of demand, the 
all-sector weighted average prime yield moved in by 5 basis points 
over the twelve months to q2 2012. in contrast secondary tiers 
of the market were reportedly weaker in all areas. 

geographically, the Americas experienced the largest fall in the 
all-sector weighted yield, moving in by 20 basis points to 7.26%, 
largely driven by compression in the office and industrial sectors 
in the more emerging locations across the region. indeed, nine 
locations out of the top 25 “high yielding” markets were in the 
Americas region, equal to that in Asia Pacific  and with seven in 
europe. Meanwhile, european cities featured 18 times in the top 
25 global “low yielding” markets, making it the most stable region 
over the last twelve months. the majority of yield movement with 
european was compression in the higher yield markets such as 
Moscow, Kiev and istanbul, amongst others.
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“Mature core markets and 
those experiencing healthier 
levels of demand against 
limited quality supply have 
seen prime yields move in, 
albeit marginally in most 
instances. regions with 
a higher number of less 
mature real estate cities 
are seeing greater spreads, 
reflecting the level of risk 
attached to these locations.”

source:  cushman & wakefield

Low AnD high YieLDs BY region 

All sector, 3 year, weighted average, based on 97 global cities

winning in   
growth cities



ProPertY YieLD PreMiUM
real estate’s premium over bonds in most global markets is at an 
all time high, and with interest rates set to remain low in an 
attempt to stir the global economy demand for property will 
remain robust. however, while on average globally there is a 265 
basis point premium in prime property over bond yields, investors 
now require a much higher return or reward for investing in 
troubled and emerging real estate markets around the world. the 
figures below, based on the premium in property yields over the 
average for bond yields over the past three years, shows the 
relative spread and how it differs from market to market. At one 
end of the spectrum Athens property fails to match the high-risk 
premium in its bond market with a discount of 740 basis points, 
while houston at the other end of the spectrum has yields 
averaging 551 bps over Us bond averages.

ProPertY YieLD PreMiUMs to 10 YeAr BonDs (3 YeAr AverAge BonD YieLD AnD 3 YeAr AverAge weighteD ProPertY YieLD) 
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A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

“while government bond 
yields are still considered as 
a low-risk hurdle rate, they 
are no longer considered 
universally as the ‘risk free 
benchmark.’ interestingly 
however, 16 of the markets 
offering lower risk premiums 
are in europe whereas 17 of 
those offering higher premiums 
are in the Americas.”
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PoPULAtion siZe
rather than consider a city purely on its internal population, it is 
crucial to include the areas which are directly impacted by the 
daily economic, cultural and business activities related to that city 
to understand the true force of a city’s population. An 
agglomeration is just that: a network of one or more cities 
connected with the neighboring areas directly associated either 
by an extension of the city or by a network of commuters. within 
the top 20 cities in terms of population size, the high majority 
represent agglomerations, some even consisting of more than one 
city. As an example, tokyo – with the highest metropolitan 
population in the world – consists of not only tokyo proper but 
also the areas of Yokohama, Kawasaki and saitama. As another 
example, combined into the population of new York are the areas 
of Bridgeport, newark and new haven, creating a new York 
Metro area that more accurately demonstrates the commuting 
impact on the city. Looking at the spread of cities per region, as 
evident the top 20 cities are heavily dominated by Asia Pacific, 
largely as a consequence of high birth rates and a rapid net 
migration to the major urban centres within these locations. 
similarly to 2011, Moscow represents the only european within 
the top 20 cities. 

toP cities BY PoPULAtion siZe
rAnK coUntrY citY PoPULAtion 

(MiLLion)

1 Japan tokyo 34.5

2 china guangzhou 25.9

3 china shanghai 25.5

4 indonesia Jakarta 25.4

4 Korea (republic of) seoul 25.4

6 Mexico Mexico city 23.3

7 india new Delhi 23.2

8 Pakistan Karachi 21.7

9 Philippines Manila 21.5

9 UsA new York 21.5

11 Brazil são Paulo 21.2

12 india Mumbai 20.9

13 UsA Los Angeles 17.0

14 Japan osaka 16.8

15 china Beijing 16.5

16 russia Moscow 16.2

17 egypt cairo 15.8

18 india Kolkata 15.7

19 Argentina Buenos Aires 14.3

20 Bangladesh Dhaka 14.1
source:  thomas Brinkhoff: the Principal Agglomerations of the world

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

“An agglomeration, 
defined as one or more 
cities combined with its 
neighbouring commuter 
and built-up areas, better 
reflects the full force of a 
population and its impact on 
the daily business, cultural 
and economic activities of a 
city.”

tokyo, Japan

2012/2013
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econoMic PerForMAnce
the shifts in the balance of economic power between the mature 
and emerging markets as well as between east and west were 
prominent topics of discussion even before the credit crunch and 
great recession hit. when examining the relative economic 
strength of markets, these topics become evident in both city and 
national-level performances. out of the 25 most successful cities 
in terms of the 2010-2011 recovery, an overwhelming majority 
(18) of these locations are in the Asia Pacific region and 15 are 
global emerging markets (12 in Asia, 2 in Latin America and 1 in 
europe). this spread is compared with the results prior to the 
recession, where 11 of the top 25 performing cities were from 
Asia Pacific and only 7 were emerging markets. More specifically, 
china produced 11 of the more dynamic metro areas in terms of 
economic recovery, all of which are distinguished not only by 
rapid gDP and employment growth but also by impressive 
productivity gains. 

Moreover, analysing the relative economic strength of various 
markets suggests that one of the primary shifts in economic 
power has been from north America to the growing markets of 
Asia and Latin America. however, the long-term strength of the 
top Us cities as well as the mature european markets such as 
London will maintain a positive performance in the future 
evolution of these cities as they continue to attract investors’ 
attention, largely due to their impressive size and well-established 
importance on the global map. 

econoMic PerForMAnce rAnKing
rAnK Long terM 

Pre-recession
recoverY Post      
recession

1 seoul shanghai

2 London singapore

3 shanghai guangzhou

4 Los Angeles tianjin

5 Beijing shenzhen

6 shenzhen Buenos Aires

7 Boston hong Kong

8 singapore taipei

9 guangzhou chongqing

10 Dallas são Paulo

11 new York stuttgart

12 Moscow Moscow

13 hong Kong shenyang

14 san Diego wuhan

15 taipei Foshan

16 san Francisco new York

17 Portland nanjing

18 washington Bangkok

19 Phoenix seoul

20 Dublin Frankfurt

21 Miami hangzhou

22 tianjin Jakarta

23 Melbourne taichung

24 sydney Kaohsiung

25 istanbul cologne-Düsseldorf
source: cushman & wakefield analysis using data from: Brookings institute, oxford economics, Moody’s Analytics, 

U.s. census Bureau

“Although a two-speed recovery 
may be underway – which 
favours emerging markets over 
developed cities – it is important 
to note that growth patterns are 
perhaps more diverse by city 
than by country. For example, 
in the long-term economic 
performance rankings, 18 out of 
25 cities were mature markets. 
Additionally, new York and three 
german cities also made the top 
25 in terms of recovery, as did a 
strong selection of mature Asian 
cities led by singapore.”

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

shanghai, china

winning in   
growth cities
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retAiL
retail is an important sector when assessing city strength. An 
increasingly vital contributor towards economic activity –through 
both employment and expenditure – the sector also attracts 
visitors seeking not only culture and leisure from their travels but 
also premier shopping locations housing a wide range of 
international brands. the overall retail ranking below comprises 
four different categories, namely gross domestic product, 
population, prime rents and visitor numbers. these categories 
were ranked individually and weighted equally to form a 
composite figure, which was ranked in ascending order with the 
lowest figure highlighting the strongest retail city. 

new York was the top retail destination in the world, on this 
measure followed very closely by London in second and tokyo in 
third place. however, despite “the Big Apple” leading the way, Asia 
Pacific had more cities (5) in the top 10 than any other region, 
and 15 of the top 20 were cities situated in either europe or Asia 
Pacific. nevertheless, the UsA had more entries (4) in the top 20 
than any other country, highlighting its role as a key driver in the 
global retail landscape. 

toP cities For retAiL
rAnK coUntrY citY

1 UsA new York

2 UK London

3 Japan tokyo

4 France Paris

5 china hong Kong

6 UsA Los Angeles

7 republic of Korea seoul

8 china shanghai

9 china Beijing

10 russia Moscow

11 singapore singapore

12 italy rome

13 spain Barcelona

14 italy Milan

15 turkey istanbul

16 UsA san Francisco

17 Brazil são Paulo

18 Australia sydney

19 spain Madrid

20 UsA Miami
source: cushman & wakefield analysis using data from: euromonitor international, Brookings institute, oxford 
economics, Moody’s Analytics, U.s. census Bureau

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

“A diverse international 
retailer mix, tourist 
attractions, ample 
modern space and an 
affluent population 
are some of the vital 
ingredients for a 
successful global retail 
city.”

new York, UsA

2012/2013



coMMerce AnD FinAnce
when examining business clusters, the same cities appear as 
leaders for either corporate representation, business services or 
financial services – but only 3 dominate in all areas: London, new 
York and tokyo. Most cities have some degree of specialisation, for 
example with Brussels, Milan, são Paulo and Los Angeles ranking 
most highly as business services hubs. in general a broader range 
of cities enjoy a clustering of corporate headquarters (hqs), with 
regional and sub-regional hubs in cities such as Madrid, Moscow, 
Mumbai, houston and osaka which do not necessarily enjoy the 
same high weighting as financial and businesses hubs. 

interestingly, according to the global Financial centers index    
(Z/Yen group), the main area of improvement among financial 
centres in 2011 was in europe – with centres such as Frankfurt, 
Munich, Luxembourg and stockholm all moving forward. Making 
way for them in the main were Asian cities, particularly in 
mainland china, with currency controls highlighted as an issue. 
this however is likely to be just a short term barrier, and at the 
same time other Asian cities have continued to advance such as 
seoul and sydney. Asia now holds 8 of the top 25 places versus    
9 in europe and 8 in north America.
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“while London and Paris 
dominate, the european 
market has become more 
diverse, with the euro zone 
crisis impacting, particularly 
among financial centres. 
Dublin, Milan, Madrid, Lisbon 
and Athens have all moved 
down while Frankfurt, Paris, 
vienna and Amsterdam moved 
up, as did a number of non-
euro zone markets including 
warsaw, stockholm and 
Zurich.”

toP cities For BUsiness AnD FinAnciAL services
coUntrY no oF gLoBAL hqs BUsiness services FinAnciAL services

London 4 1 1

new York 5 2 2

tokyo 1 5 5

hong Kong 15 3 3

toronto 7 10 13

Paris 3 22 6

singapore 32 4 4

sydney 15 16 9

Frankfurt 15 13 14

Zurich 9 6 29

chicago 32 7 7

Beijing 2 26 20

seoul 6 9 37

Melbourne 15 20 17

washington Dc 32 15 8

shanghai 10 8 40

Amsterdam 15 33 10

san Francisco 32 12 21

stockholm 25 25 18

Munich 15 19 37
source: cushman & wakefield analysis using data from: Fortune Magazine, Z/Yen group, gawc,                            

Business services rank out of 178, Financial centres out of 77

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

London, UK

winning in   
growth cities
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innovAtion
innovation is at the heart of keeping cities evolving and developing 
by utilising the intellectual capital within their environs. this 
ranking, as prepared by 2thinknow, lists the most innovative city 
worldwide as Boston, UsA. having a strong arts network and 
being home to both harvard and Mit universities helped to keep 
Boston at the top of the rankings for the second consecutive year.

Boston was followed by san Francisco (Bay Area), in second place 
and Paris in third. the top ten is dominated by cities from north 
America and western europe, with the first Asian city, hong Kong, 
placed in 15th position. 

A further indication of innovation is the number of patents that 
are issued. A recent oecD survey on international patents and 
patent applications discovered that “ten metro areas account for 
just 2% of the global population but are home to the inventors of 
24% of the world’s patent applications.” Although europe had the 
most patent applications overall, at a city level the United states 
won out with five of the top ten cities. however, the overall share 
of global patents from the United states has fallen from 40% in 
2000 to 28% in 2009, with an increasing number of top regional 
hubs for innovation being located in Asia. 

“A number of active and 
energetic universities, a 
thriving arts scene and 
a supportive business 
network, are the key 
drivers for innovative 
cities, and this has kept 
many of the Us and 
western european cities 
at the head of innovation. 
however, the dropping 
number of patents and 
patent applications from 
the UsA points to the 
increasing role of Asian 
markets as global centres 
of innovation.”

toP cities For innovAtion
rAnK coUntrY citY

1 United states Boston

2 United states san Francisco (Bay Area)

3 France Paris

4 United states new York

5 Austria vienna

6 netherlands Amsterdam

7 germany Munich

8 France Lyon

9 Denmark copenhagen

10 canada toronto

11 United Kingdom London

12 germany Frankfurt

13 germany hamburg

14 germany Berlin

15 china hong Kong

16 italy Milan

17 Australia Melbourne

18 germany stuttgart

19 spain Barcelona

20 Australia sydney
source:  www.innovation-cities.com (2thinknow)

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

Boston, UsA

2012/2013
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connectivitY
connectivity is an important component for cities in relation to 
generating and sustaining business and leisure opportunities. 
therefore, those cities towards the top of the connectivity 
ranking are seen as those with the best global connections by 
both air and sea in addition to possessing a comprehensive 
integrated internal transport system. consequently, the majority 
of cities that make up the top ten are recognised as truly global 
locations, with tokyo in first position and hong Kong, new York 
and London in second, third and fourth place respectively. tokyo 
has excellent international links by both air and sea and also 
possesses a comprehensive public transport network that allows 
smooth movement across the city, helping it to score well in each 
category and secure first place.  in terms of public transport the 
majority of good performers were from Asia and europe. Asia, and 
more specifically china, is well-represented in the top 10 for 
connectivity as a result of strong growth recently in both air and 
sea traffic, correlated to the recent strong economic expansion 
seen in china. when considering airport connectivity, the busiest 
global airports are largely dominated by those within china and 
the UsA; however, there are a number of key hubs across europe 
as well, such as London, Paris and Frankfurt.  

toP cities For connectivitY
rAnK coUntrY citY

1 Japan  tokyo

2 china hong Kong

3 UsA new York

4 United Kingdom London

5 France Paris

6 singapore singapore

7 china guangzhou

8 UsA chicago 

9 UsA Los Angeles

10 china Beijing

11 china shanghai

12 spain Madrid

13 germany Frankfurt

14 UsA Atlanta 

15 UAe Dubai

16 UsA Dallas

17 netherlands Amsterdam

18 UsA Denver

19 UsA san Francisco

20 republic of Korea seoul
source:  cushman & wakefield analysis using data from: ePoMM, Aci, AAPA

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

“A key component for the truly 
global city is connectivity with 
the rest of the world, whether by 
air, sea or inter-city transport. in 
the top 10 cities for connectivity, 
china sees multiple entries, 
largely due to its recent surge of 
economic growth and subsequent 
increased air and sea traffic”

BUsiest AirPorts BY PAssenger trAFFic   
AnnUAL 2010

source:  Aci

Atlanta hartsfield
(89.3 million)

Beijing
(73.9 million)

chicago - o’hare
(66.7 million)

winning in   
growth cities



green trAnsPort
Many cities across the globe are blighted by crippling levels of 
congestion and, in a number of cases, severe pollution. therefore, 
in order to try to alleviate these congestion levels, it becomes 
vitally important to work to change the travelling habits of a city’s 
population. the incorporation of green modes of transport, such 
as cycling and the increasing provision of electric cars, aims to 
help to reduce both congestion and pollution and are crucial to a 
city’s future success. in the discussion of the top cities for green 
transport, Berlin is ranked the ‘greenest’ not only due its 
bicycle-friendly outlook and the modal split of cycle usage but 
also because of its rapid adoption of electric vehicles. Further 
down in the ranking, a number of european and chinese cities 
score well in terms of the modal split in favour of cycling, with 
most cities in the United states scoring poorly concerning cycling 
and cycling provision.

As a result of the strong modal split, european cities dominate the 
upper end of the ranking with seven of the top ten locations. the 
best performing city in the Americas was the canadian city 
Montreal in third place, followed by new York in eleventh. 
concerning Asian cities, shanghai and tokyo occupied fifth and 
sixth place respectively.  
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“high congestion 
and pollution can be 
severely detrimental 
to a city’s success, 
and by embracing 
cycling and new 
technology – such 
as electric vehicles 
– cities are looking 
to improve their 
overall transport 
infrastructure.”

toP cities For green trAnsPortAtion
rAnK coUntrY citY

1 germany Berlin

2 Denmark copenhagen

3 canada Montreal

4 germany hamburg

5 china shanghai

6 Japan  tokyo

7 United Kingdom London

8 netherlands eindhoven

9 germany Munich

10 France Paris

11 UsA new York

12 UsA Portland

13 sweden stockholm

14 UsA Los Angeles

15 netherlands Amsterdam

16 china Beijing

17 netherlands groningen

18 netherlands rotterdam

19 Belgium Antwerp

19 sweden Malmo
source:  cushman & wakefield analysis using data from: ePoMM, iBM, oecD

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication
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qUALitY oF LiFe
Measuring the quality of life offered by a city can often vary in 
interpretation. however, there remain common threads in most 
definitions: personal safety and overall crime levels; climate; levels 
of pollution; and accessibility to good healthcare. Additionally, it is 
increasingly clear that national averages hide a marked diversity, 
and quality of life is increasingly best measured at a city level. 
Looking at the Mercers quality of Life index listed below, 
european cities dominate the ranking, taking four of the top five 
spots. indeed, european cities featured 15 times in the top 25, 
with Asia Pacific locations taking 6 places with Auckland the top 
regional spot. this is then followed by vancouver in fifth place, 
topping the ranking of American cities. 

european cities appear to offer a mix of ‘social-time’ activities 
balanced against solid job opportunities, good healthcare, 
accessible public services and generally a lower-than-average 
crime rate. canada serves as the star performer from the 
Americas, with four cities in the top 25 ranking. in Latin America, 
the well-publicised high levels of crime in some locations impact 
on the overall quality of life. the diversity of Asia Pacific sees the 
cities in more mature countries, such as new Zealand and 
singapore, feature strongly in the ranking as they can provide a 
good range of influencing factors that include political stability, 
healthcare, public services and infrastructure.

toP cities For qUALitY oF LiFe
rAnK coUntrY citY

1 Austria vienna

2 switzerland Zurich

3 new Zealand Auckland

4 germany Munich

5 germany Düsseldorf

6 canada vancouver

7 germany Frankfurt

8 switzerland geneva

9 switzerland Bern

9 Denmark copenhagen

11 Australia sydney

12 netherlands Amsterdam

13 new Zealand wellington

14 canada ottawa

15 canada toronto

16 germany hamburg

17 germany Berlin

18 Australia Melbourne

19 Luxembourg Luxembourg

20 sweden stockholm

21 Australia Perth

22 Belgium Brussels

23 canada Montreal

24 germany nuremberg

25 singapore singapore
source:  Mercer’s quality of Life index 2011

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

“global cities in 
the top 25 ranking 
are linked by their 
lower levels of 
crime, ability to offer 
a good standard 
of medical care as 
well as choice and 
diversity in cultural 
and leisure pursuits.”  

vienna, Austria

winning in   
growth cities
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toP cities For cULtUre
rAnK coUntrY citY

1 United Kingdom London

2 France Paris

3 UsA new York

4 spain Madrid

5 spain Barcelona

6 Austria vienna

7 italy rome

8 republic of Korea seoul

9 turkey istanbul

10 netherlands Amsterdam

11 china shanghai

12 Australia sydney

13 china Beijing

14 UsA Los Angeles

15 UsA Miami

16 Japan  tokyo

17 germany Berlin

18 Mexico Mexico city

19 italy Milan

20 russia Moscow
source:  cushman & wakefield analysis using data from: Unesco, euromonitor international, Mastercard, 

operabase, www.theartnewspaper.com
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Although innately simple, the most inherent factor when 
considering the strength of a city as a tourist destination is 
determining whether it has something worth visiting. All of the 20 
locations listed in the top cities for tourism and culture ranking 
offer either a strong historical and cultural pull for tourists or 
they are a vast, modern metropolis presenting easily-reachable 
modern entertainment. Additionally, 12 of the top 20 cities are 
country capitals, whereas the remaining locations are usually 
those that are the major business areas of the country – 
particularly in locations where the country has a smaller official 
capital. when analysing the regions of the cities, the majority of 
locations within the top ten are in europe, which is readily 
explained by the tendency of most european cities to possess 
many heritage tourist sites that entice tourists. excluding the 
United states, within the Americas only Mexico has 
representation in the tourism and culture ranking, with the lure of 
Aztec ruins, a close proximity to the Us, numerous sporting 
events and other cultural and leisure activities accounting for the 
high interest in Mexico city.

“A combination 
of connectivity, 
historical interest 
and cultural and 
leisure pursuits 
all help to make a 
city a top tourist 
destination. in this 
regard, european 
cities come out on 
top due to the high 
number of heritage 
tourist attractions 
and easy accessibility 
to many parts of the 
world.”  

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source:  Mastercard worldwide insights, 2012

2012/2013



eDUcAtion AnD sKiLLs
intrinsic to determining a city’s strength in education is its 
boasting the most prestigious and recognised universities in the 
world. cities such as London and Boston have high numbers of 
top universities within close proximity, securing a prominent 
reputation for a wide availability of graduates and availability of 
skills. indeed, this is the case for many of the locations, with the 
vast majority of the cities in the top 20 cities for education and 
skills having multiple top-rated universities within its metropolis. 
however, beyond numbers and university rankings, other factors 
– such as student population and the ratio of international to 
domestic students – are crucial in determining a city’s proficiency 
in offering good education and skills. As a whole, a higher 
proportion of international students mirrors a city’s attractiveness 
for education on a global scale, leading to a diverse range of 
graduates and available skills. in this category, the Australian cities 
lead the way with the highest scores for the mix of student 
populations. Additionally, the willingness of businesses to hire 
high-calibre graduates adds to the value of a city’s available skill 
set. Measured by quacquarelli symonds Limited (qs), we see 
some unexpected cities rise to the top, including singapore and 
Buenos Aires, showing the range of reputable institutions and 
graduates across the globe.   
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“what makes a city a hub 
for education and skills not 
only includes the calibre of 
its universities but also the 
actual talent produced by 
these institutions, whether 
from its ability to attract a 
global student base or how 
these graduates are judged 
by the major employers 
within the city.”  

London school of economics, London, UK                      
(64% international/eU students)

illinois institute of technology, chicago, UsA 
(44% international students)

rMit University, Melbourne, Australia  
(40% international students)

ProPortion oF internAtionAL stUDents             
toP in region, 2011

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication

source: university websites

winning in   
growth cities

toP cities For eDUcAtion AnD sKiLLs
rAnK coUntrY citY

1 United Kingdom London

2 France Paris

3 UsA Boston

4 china hong Kong

5 Australia Melbourne

6 switzerland Zurich

7 singapore singapore

7 Australia sydney

9 sweden stockholm

10 canada Montreal

11 UsA new York

12 UsA chicago

13 ireland Dublin

14 china Beijing

15 germany Munich

16 Japan  tokyo

17 germany Berlin

18 netherlands Amsterdam

19 canada toronto

20 Denmark copenhagen
sources: cushman & wakefield analysis using data from:times higher education, qs quacquarelli symonds 

Limited
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gLoBAL DAtA

gLoBAL YieLDs

investMent voLUMes

stAnDArD gLoBAL LeAse terMs

cape town, south Africa
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gLoBAL YieLDs

gLoBAL YeLDs - PriMe grADe A, JUne 2012

coUntrY oFFices shoPs inDUstriAL

Argentina 10.00% 9.00% 12.00%

Australia 6.50% 5.50% 8.35%

Austria 5.35% 4.25% 7.50%

Bahrain 10.00% 11.00% 12.00%

Belgium 6.35% 4.75% 7.50%

Brazil 9.00% 7.50%* 12.00%

Bulgaria 9.50% 9.00% 11.75%

canada 5.30% 4.70% 5.90%

channel islands 6.00% 6.25%  -

chile 8.50% 7.50%* 9.50%

china 5.60% 4.50% 6.50%

colombia 13.00% 11.00% 10.50%

croatia 8.00% 7.75% 9.50%

czech republic 6.25% 6.00%* 8.00%

Denmark 5.25% 5.00% 7.50%

ecuador 11.50% 15.50% 12.40%

estonia 8.00% 8.25% 9.50%

Finland 5.50% 5.00% 7.50%

France 4.50% 4.25% 7.25%

germany 4.75% 4.05% 6.50%

greece 9.00% 7.85% 12.00%

hong Kong 2.90% 2.40% 3.60%

hungary 7.25% 6.50%* 9.00%

india 10.00% 10.00% 9.00%

indonesia 7.00% 10.00% 11.00%

ireland 7.80% 6.90% 9.00%

israel 7.50% 7.25% 8.50%

italy 5.50% 6.25%* 7.75%

Japan 4.30% 4.70% 6.20%

Latvia 8.50% 8.50% 9.50%
*shopping centres

notes: 

Data relates to top city/cities only and is not a country average.

Yields marked in red are calculated on a net basis to include transfer costs, tax and legal fees.

source: cushman & wakefield
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gLoBAL YeLDs - PriMe grADe A, JUne 2012

coUntrY oFFices shoPs inDUstriAL

Lithuania 7.50% 8.25% 9.00%

Luxembourg 6.00% 5.50% 8.50%

Malaysia 6.00% 5.00%* 7.75%

Mexico 11.50% 11.00% 11.75%

netherlands 6.05% 4.70% 7.60%

new Zealand 7.50% 6.00% 7.50%

norway 5.25% 5.25% 6.50%

Peru 11.50% 17.00%* 18.00%

Philippines 7.00% 3.20% 3.60%

Poland 6.25% 6.00%* 7.75%

Portugal 7.75% 7.00% 9.50%

republic of Korea 6.50% 7.00%*  -

romania 8.50% 8.50%* 9.50%

russia 8.50% 9.25%* 10.50%

serbia 10.50% 10.50% 13.00%

singapore 4.00% 6.40%* 6.70%

slovakia 7.25% 7.25%* 8.75%

slovenia 7.75% 6.75% 9.00%

south Africa 9.00% 7.25%* 10.00%

spain 6.00% 4.85% 8.25%

sweden 4.75% 5.00% 6.75%

switzerland 3.80% 3.90% 5.50%

taiwan 1.95% 1.75% 2.25%

thailand 7.00% 9.00% 8.50%

turkey 7.65% 7.25% 9.00%

Ukraine 15.00% 16.00% 16.00%

United Arab emirates 10.00% 11.00% 8.50%

United Kingdom 4.00% 3.00% 5.75%

UsA 4.90% 5.00% 6.00%

vietnam 11.50% 11.00%* 10.00%
*shopping centres

notes: 

Data relates to top city/cities only and is not a country average.

Yields marked in red are calculated on a net basis to include transfer costs, tax and legal fees.

source: cushman & wakefield

A cushman & wakefield capital Markets research Publication
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totAL investMent voLUMes

Metro q3 2011 - q2 
2012 (Us$)

growth 
(coMPAreD with 

PrevioUs 12 
Months)

1   new York Metro $34,684,213,620 17.5%

2   London Metro $29,313,332,246 2.4%

3   tokyo $23,921,608,806 -7.6%

4   Paris $19,434,399,700 12.3%

5   Los Angeles Metro $16,965,881,654 -0.4%

6   hong Kong $16,811,979,810 -4.6%

7   san Francisco Metro $15,385,083,694 15.0%

8   washington Dc Metro $13,794,705,826 -4.7%

9   chicago $10,572,543,045 13.2%

10  toronto $8,031,490,550 26.4%

11  shanghai $7,897,026,601 42.8%

12  Dallas $7,885,963,922 19.0%

13  Boston $7,522,593,126 32.1%

14  houston $7,298,762,891 39.0%

15  singapore $7,298,373,016 -48.8%

16  south Florida (Miami) $6,516,306,270 -1.3%

17  sydney $6,410,910,527 0.2%

18  stockholm $6,355,892,918 -1.9%

19  seoul $5,996,745,546 -26.9%

20  seattle $5,935,710,980 41.6%

21  Atlanta $5,912,171,681 19.4%

22  Berlin $5,782,419,407 34.0%

23  Moscow $5,174,307,361 -14.9%

24  Phoenix $5,035,919,942 12.9%

25  Denver $4,596,494,788 44.3%

26  san Diego $4,494,492,859 8.3%

27  rhine-rhur $4,470,273,069 -12.6%

28  taipei $4,323,586,548 86.0%

29  Frankfurt/rhine-Main $3,975,268,207 -20.0%

30  Munich $3,847,639,580 69.4%

31  Amsterdam/randstad $3,646,524,629 -18.0%

32  Melbourne $3,395,416,258 -38.7%

33  Brisbane $3,258,666,162 37.2%

34  guangzhou $3,199,131,764 184.3%

35  Beijing $3,077,463,375 -51.3%

36  hamburg $2,946,634,521 -34.6%

37  osaka $2,894,319,724 -4.7%

38  Philadelphia Metro $2,852,038,122 15.7%

39  Baltimore $2,847,416,303 110.8%

40  Austin $2,841,471,491 45.7%

41  oslo $2,796,591,646 44.6%

42  charlotte $2,723,398,102 130.5%

43  vancouver $2,276,361,934 4.0%

44  calgary $2,227,557,803 25.4%

45  raleigh/Durham $2,166,275,962 59.8%

46  nashville $2,071,822,052 120.0%

47  Minneapolis $2,064,840,102 7.5%

48  orlando $2,008,767,617 -4.3%

49  warsaw $1,957,339,403 3.4%

50  stuttgart $1,910,581,699 163.3%
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics

retAiL sector

Metro q3 2011 - q2 
2012 (Us$)

growth        
(coMPAreD 

with  PrevioUs 
12 Months)

1   hong Kong $8,677,656,313 57.8%

2   London Metro $4,869,535,454 29.6%

3   tokyo $3,884,913,290 -17.9%

4   Los Angeles Metro $3,870,889,162 62.2%

5   new York Metro $3,101,715,489 -16.3%

6   chicago $2,249,545,527 25.7%

7   south Florida (Miami) $2,095,867,595 70.6%

8   Paris $1,866,116,526 -24.9%

9    san Francisco Metro $1,847,220,670 15.9%

10  shanghai $1,719,625,521 144.6%

11  washington Dc Metro $1,547,877,101 20.5%

12  Munich $1,377,801,406 131.6%

13  Moscow $1,341,041,179 94.1%

14  guangzhou $1,333,810,236 1214.0%

15  Dallas $1,321,981,657 63.6%

16  Phoenix $1,238,793,151 56.2%

17  Boston $1,229,439,866 3.4%

18  st Petersburg $1,227,821,600 321.9%

19  Philadelphia Metro $1,145,862,017 47.5%

20  nashville $1,111,718,962 439.2%

21  Johannesburg $1,104,525,455 129.2%

22  san Diego $1,092,623,393 146.1%

23  Berlin-Brandenburg $1,058,683,356 59.7%

24  taipei $1,058,559,058 28.4%

25  houston $1,016,080,686 15.7%

26  Baltimore $959,506,472 172.3%

27  stockholm $932,527,947 -26.3%

28  seattle $932,498,440 184.9%

29  sydney $888,687,370 -28.7%

30  Frankfurt/rhine-Main $884,952,649 33.1%

31  warsaw $834,043,268 18.3%

32  rhine-rhur $801,449,960 -64.1%

33  seoul $782,159,930 -52.2%

34  toronto $776,009,236 -56.5%

35  Brisbane $763,676,829 301.1%

36  Atlanta $742,021,925 -23.9%

37  singapore $720,199,904 11.8%

38  charlotte $711,491,098 166.8%

39  stuttgart $692,851,964 245.4%

40  st Louis $690,969,272 67.5%

41  hawaii $638,952,872 84.9%

42  Kansas city $632,803,725 284.7%

43  Minneapolis $567,928,291 23.6%

44  hamburg $560,405,010 -56.1%

45  Birmingham $555,203,449 -49.0%

46  Melbourne $525,687,305 -68.1%

47  cape town $523,256,465 767.5%

48  osaka $518,331,379 -37.1%

49  Amsterdam/randstad $506,489,823 -64.3%

50  vancouver $501,464,702 31.9%
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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oFFice sector

Metro q3 2011 - q2 
2012 (Us$)

growth        
(coMPAreD 

with  PrevioUs 
12 Months)

1   London Metro $17,092,330,000 -15.2%

2   new York Metro $16,982,324,033 11.4%

3   Paris $15,768,959,279 47.5%

4   tokyo $12,515,819,779 -8.8%

5   washington Dc Metro $6,228,943,791 -12.9%

6   san Francisco Metro $5,897,425,598 17.6%

7   toronto $4,939,026,672 194.5%

8   seoul $4,782,074,320 -20.7%

9   shanghai $4,750,531,010 33.5%

10  hong Kong $4,708,410,877 -41.4%

11  sydney $4,266,780,559 24.9%

12  chicago $4,171,347,516 43.7%

13  Los Angeles Metro $3,837,472,971 -2.3%

14  singapore $3,780,611,561 -37.1%

15  stockholm $3,625,833,302 39.9%

16  Boston $3,342,391,240 43.6%

17  Moscow $2,895,279,288 -24.6%

18  houston $2,846,322,880 31.6%

19  seattle $2,611,890,696 49.5%

20  oslo $2,446,783,802 77.5%

21  Frankfurt/rhine-Main $2,233,541,406 -35.6%

22  Melbourne $2,191,506,054 -9.7%

23  rhine-rhur $2,051,400,930 5.7%

24  Dallas $1,967,369,816 40.2%

25  Brisbane $1,917,613,947 26.6%

26  Denver $1,794,998,330 59.5%

27  Munich $1,779,616,882 169.8%

28  Amsterdam/randstad $1,684,557,827 -22.3%

29  Beijing $1,660,803,842 -60.9%

30  taipei $1,586,447,494 80.4%

31  Berlin-Brandenburg $1,585,751,551 18.3%

32  calgary $1,482,307,931 88.2%

33  hamburg $1,436,308,384 -36.0%

34  Atlanta $1,361,455,750 75.1%

35  san Diego $1,356,915,343 77.3%

36  guangzhou $1,321,691,023 42.2%

37  south Florida (Miami) $1,232,466,328 -32.4%

38  Perth $1,129,381,260 102.5%

39  reading $1,091,306,841 749.7%

40  Phoenix $1,085,993,089 12.5%

41  Madrid $1,085,372,052 149.6%

42  vancouver $923,649,193 49.9%

43  warsaw $916,418,395 -12.4%

44  charlotte $870,886,840 352.5%

45  edmonton $851,404,103 56.9%

46  gothenburg $769,384,164 19.1%

47  Lyon $728,975,472 91.2%

48  copenhagen $701,833,206 -25.7%

49  Minneapolis $693,579,074 -11.4%

50  eindhoven $690,961,142 822.1%
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics

inDUstriAL sector

Metro q3 2011 - q2 
2012 (Us$)

growth        
(coMPAreD with  

PrevioUs 12 
Months)

1   Los Angeles Metro $3,892,417,499 -20.7%

2   san Francisco Metro $2,983,863,300 9.6%

3   tokyo $2,911,963,032 35.7%

4   new York Metro $1,521,806,688 -21.2%

5   chicago $1,426,174,837 -39.5%

6   Dallas $1,377,183,597 -30.8%

7   taipei $1,370,239,289 135.6%

8   hong Kong $1,265,512,277 -32.5%

9   London Metro $1,062,702,259 -9.1%

10  sydney $1,061,899,197 -34.0%

11  Boston $968,342,963 251.7%

12  Atlanta $920,099,448 -14.8%

13  toronto $880,366,746 -52.8%

14  singapore $877,181,361 -76.3%

15  south Florida (Miami) $857,242,592 -13.4%

16  washington Dc Metro $836,943,879 44.8%

17  seattle $716,061,220 35.2%

18  Moscow $694,728,972 -1.9%

19  Phoenix $645,536,262 -13.9%

20  houston $609,224,576 10.9%

21  san Diego $577,332,878 -7.2%

22  shanghai $577,122,648 1073.6%

23  Baltimore $575,335,591 124.9%

24  Manchester Metro $565,449,951 606.7%

25  osaka $523,696,449 -1.6%

26  Melbourne $510,932,199 -47.6%

27  Paris $477,642,303 -65.1%

28  Brisbane $449,174,341 -31.4%

29  rhine-rhur $440,065,030 347.9%

30  stockholm $426,045,816 -26.4%

31  stuttgart $425,534,878 1012.7%

32  Birmingham $411,671,729 6.4%

33  charlotte $405,051,513 59.0%

34  Minneapolis $404,893,913 86.3%

35  seoul $374,859,610 -5.9%

36  columbus $347,991,538 -16.1%

37   Austin $328,686,240 80.1%

38  raleigh/Durham $307,308,500 220.3%

39  Montreal $292,631,961 -19.3%

40  edmonton $285,699,974 55.3%

41  vancouver $267,873,332 -44.7%

42  Denver $267,658,908 -35.1%

43  Portland $265,771,534 -5.4%

44  Frankfurt/rhine-Main $263,118,143 76.1%

45  Las vegas $259,780,947 -67.7%

46 Philadelphia Metro $256,562,301 80.3%

47 Perth $256,125,310 26.2%

48  Amsterdam/randstad $252,363,626 -42.5%

49  Auckland $245,794,334 664.7%

50  cincinnati $235,926,093 -5.5%
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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MULti-FAMiLY sectorDeveLoPMent sites

Metro q3 2011 - q2  
2012 (Us$)

growth        
(coMPAreD 

with  PrevioUs 
12 Months)

1   shanghai $15,695,567,138 -25.6%

2   Beijing $14,835,195,620 -32.1%

3   tianjin $11,186,154,068 19.3%

4   chongqing $10,137,794,722 30.9%

5   hong Kong $8,922,721,739 25.8%

6   shenyang $8,759,161,138 18.9%

7   singapore $8,199,039,037 -31.9%

8   wuhan $7,736,742,639 -45.5%

9   changzhou $6,953,358,018 99.4%

10  Dalian $6,741,605,195 -50.5%

11  Kunming $6,340,320,557 -20.1%

12  hangzhou $6,252,385,411 -42.8%

13  chengdu $5,896,090,289 -29.6%

14  guangzhou $5,607,288,520 -17.0%

15  nanjing $5,519,216,026 -45.7%

16  Jinan $5,058,283,295 144.0%

17  qingdao $4,998,293,276 -3.3%

18  suzhou $4,849,538,164 -44.1%

19  tokyo $4,111,517,716 -21.1%

20  Foshan $3,581,743,475 -30.6%

21  ningbo $3,564,854,629 -39.9%

22  tangshan $3,454,974,825 67.1%

23  wuxi $2,767,858,922 -36.9%

24  changchun $2,745,056,031 -55.3%

25  xiamen $2,698,593,324 -8.5%

26  xian $2,601,596,962 18.1%

27  taipei $2,467,835,080 -27.9%

28  hefei $2,326,655,408 -30.2%

29  harbin $2,306,647,616 -44.5%

30  nanchang $2,108,909,244 15.8%

31  Zhengzhou $2,077,492,324 21.2%

32  shenzhen $2,014,818,328 -39.7%

33  London Metro $1,964,078,577 33.5%

34  changsha $1,952,607,727 -28.8%

35  Dongguan $1,731,073,444 7.7%

36  new York Metro $1,684,166,143 62.0%

37  new Delhi $1,678,915,084 302.1%

38  seoul $1,627,753,224 17.6%

39  shijiazhuang $1,605,189,807 57.8%

40  Yangzhou $1,501,093,552 -32.6%

41  Zhuhai $1,443,703,222 94.2%

42  nantong $1,317,972,139 -54.8%

43  wenzhou $1,305,744,332 -19.1%

44  Zhenjiang $1,303,781,800 -18.8%

45  nanning $1,278,242,320 -48.4%

46  xuzhou $1,161,224,724 2.5%

47  Fuzhou $1,037,973,126 -84.6%

48  Jiaxing $1,017,462,478 50.1%

49  Yantai $1,011,813,005 -27.3%

50  guiyang $970,095,305 -33.7%
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics

MULti-FAMiLY resiDentiAL sector

Metro q3 2011 - q2 
2012 (Us$)

growth        
(coMPAreD with  

PrevioUs 12 
Months)

1   new York Metro $9,540,684,000 83.1%

2   washington Dc Metro $4,528,524,877 9.5%

3   Los Angeles Metro $4,362,499,823 0.1%

4   tokyo $3,704,309,651 -24.1%

5   san Francisco Metro $2,929,836,882 4.0%

6   London Metro $2,745,913,343 226.8%

7   Berlin-Brandenburg $2,644,120,119 42.5%

8   Dallas $2,595,958,736 21.7%

9   Atlanta $2,561,110,303 48.5%

10  houston $2,471,668,757 78.2%

11  Phoenix $2,047,811,759 29.5%

12  chicago $2,008,396,305 32.9%

13  Denver $1,770,602,561 77.1%

14  seattle $1,604,776,589 32.2%

15  singapore $1,597,316,938 -39.5%

16  south Florida (Miami) $1,394,997,725 -24.9%

17  Boston $1,375,563,860 5.9%

18  raleigh/Durham $1,300,327,585 91.9%

19  Austin $1,291,424,540 144.1%

20  stockholm $1,164,047,593 -26.4%

21  rhine-rhur $1,089,522,599 86.8%

22  san Diego $1,088,495,120 46.4%

23  toronto $1,052,964,685 24.9%

24  tampa $970,789,811 12.0%

25  orlando $934,932,668 12.9%

26  Baltimore $920,685,822 163.6%

27  hong Kong $900,703,862 -27.9%

28  Amsterdam/randstad $840,562,099 153.9%

29  Portland $764,101,200 22.0%

30  Beijing $713,068,714 1541.4%

31  hamburg $709,734,855 3.7%

32  copenhagen $683,311,383 369.7%

33  charlotte $631,201,492 56.1%

34  Philadelphia Metro $555,374,600 5.0%

35  vancouver $551,524,757 45.8%

36  san Antonio $535,463,174 0.8%

37  Montreal $491,120,809 34.9%

38  Paris $471,231,322 -20.1%

39  nashville $460,973,846 67.7%

40  osaka $455,484,870 -15.2%

41  Jacksonville $443,612,576 44.5%

42  Munich $418,768,868 -2.8%

43  Memphis $400,336,229 126.0%

44  sacremento $384,129,104 47.3%

45  Detroit $306,310,824 50.8%

46  suzhou $299,133,634 -

47  Minneapolis $291,656,695 -8.1%

48  guangzhou $289,979,355 -

49  richmond $284,521,441 493.4%

50  Kansas city $274,725,000 327.8%
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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hoteL sector

Metro q3 2011 - q2 
2012 (Us$)

growth        
(coMPAreD 

with  PrevioUs 
12 Months)

1   London Metro $3,542,851,190 31.2%

2   new York Metro $3,537,683,410 3.3%

3   san Francisco Metro $1,726,737,244 40.1%

4   hong Kong $1,259,696,480 30.5%

5   Los Angeles Metro $1,002,602,199 -30.9%

6   south Florida (Miami) $935,732,030 33.5%

7   tokyo $904,603,054 131.1%

8   Paris $850,450,270 -60.8%

9   osaka $720,244,286 725.8%

10  chicago $717,078,860 -7.6%

11  washington Dc Metro $652,416,178 -50.8%

12  Dallas $623,470,116 114.6%

13  Boston $606,855,196 0.5%

14  shanghai $587,547,096 28.3%

15  Berlin-Brandenburg $392,735,961 96.6%

16  Dubai $390,718,844 30.5%

17  toronto $383,123,211 107.1%

18  san Diego $379,126,124 -75.9%

19  Frankfurt/rhine-Main $374,441,945 14.6%

20  Austin $365,128,698 -11.1%

21  Amsterdam/randstad $362,551,254 301.6%

22  houston $355,465,992 30.5%

23  hawaii $333,362,553 -1.2%

24  Atlanta $327,484,256 -17.3%

25  singapore $323,063,251 -74.2%

26  Denver $299,995,721 3.6%

27  taipei $298,306,910 658.4%

28  Beijing $247,825,396 212.9%

29  Manchester Metro $241,117,718 -7.1%

30  Philadelphia Metro $236,451,473 -56.6%

31  Malmo $214,595,125 419.1%

32  vienna $212,891,062 -43.8%

33  orlando $212,712,558 -28.0%

34  Bern $211,752,492 2605.8%

35  stockholm $207,438,260 -54.8%

36  Mexico city $190,000,000 -

37  guangzhou $187,629,325 99.3%

38  Budapest $186,800,238 169.9%

39  nice $181,725,824 0.0%

40  Las vegas $179,533,962 151.4%

41  norfolk $178,661,106 126.4%

42  colorado springs $175,854,541 2309.0%

43  Bristol $169,067,075 398.8%

44  Melbourne $167,290,700 -61.3%

45  sydney $163,421,577 202.6%

46  Moscow $163,257,922 -80.6%

47  shenyang $155,696,422 -

48  Birmingham $154,228,010 52.9%

49  hamburg $137,959,391 91.9%

50  tucson $129,627,184 1100.3%
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics

cross-BorDer (ALL sectors)

Metro q3 2011 - q2 
2012 (Us$)

growth        
(coMPAreD with  

PrevioUs 12 
Months)

1   London Metro $19,627,875,555 7.4%

2   Paris $10,220,526,055 47.6%

3   new York Metro $7,373,530,131 29.3%

4   tokyo $4,661,365,485 34.4%

5   hong Kong $3,994,130,528 227.3%

6   sydney $3,614,271,668 47.7%

7   guangzhou $2,970,017,907 690.5%

8   shanghai $2,873,123,123 -55.9%

9   Berlin-Brandenburg $2,404,184,159 50.2%

10  Beijing $2,181,078,327 -16.1%

11  singapore $1,946,370,150 -61.3%

12  warsaw $1,930,378,953 6.8%

13  san Francisco Metro $1,927,801,615 58.6%

14  Amsterdam/randstad $1,841,344,684 -4.1%

15  Munich $1,787,645,025 61.3%

16  washington Dc Metro $1,785,978,312 21.0%

17  Frankfurt/rhine-Main $1,728,051,925 785.0%

18  chicago $1,628,643,310 396.1%

19  nanjing $1,503,881,642 -32.3%

20  Los Angeles Metro $1,428,515,553 72.8%

21  chongqing $1,315,400,327 152.5%

22  rhine-rhur $1,306,269,061 -40.1%

23  stockholm $1,298,014,811 19.2%

24  Melbourne $1,297,020,414 -41.8%

25  Moscow $1,268,408,743 -47.9%

26  houston $1,248,078,164 66.6%

27  chengdu $1,242,240,642 -28.0%

28  Boston $1,224,999,389 45.0%

29  st Petersburg $1,217,609,569 3748.6%

30  qingdao $1,135,384,134 146.9%

31  osaka $1,040,995,502 45.2%

32  copenhagen $978,094,592 109.2%

33  reading $920,552,376 1291.2%

34  stuttgart $855,752,436 244.5%

35  shenyang $832,095,909 0.8%

36  Dallas $812,046,289 325.5%

37  Brisbane $808,823,199 13.6%

38  hamburg $787,877,536 -6.7%

39  Birmingham $763,529,670 7.5%

40  south Florida (Miami) $738,035,137 -14.1%

41  san Diego $667,230,500 4933.1%

42  seattle $637,201,638 156.9%

43  Milan $613,501,966 -39.0%

44  Prague $610,374,383 -43.6%

45  Manchester Metro $590,407,336 78.9%

46  hangzhou $550,541,940 -34.6%

47  Kunming $548,153,988 386.4%

48  Budapest $516,344,280 74.5%

49  Foshan $512,928,169 -54.1%

50  Bratislava $505,476,454 -
source:  cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics
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stAnDArD gLoBAL LeAse terMs

sUMMArY tABLe

coUntrY Length - YeArs tenAnt BreAKs secUritY oF tenUre/
right to renew

inDexAtion or review

oFF/inD retAiL

Argentina 3 3 Yes, after 6 months. none. not possible by law.

Australia 5-10 5 only by negotiation. none other than by 
negotiation.

Annual increment to open market value or 
agreed fixed increase.

Austria 5-10 / 3-5 5-10 none other than by 
negotiation.

no automatic right to renew. 
however, many old office 
leases still exist where the 
tenant has a perpetual right 
to renew.

indexed to a government-issued monthly 
index. sometimes a 3.0% - 5.0% step before an 
increase comes into effect.

Bahrain 3 3 & 5 A lease break is possible if 
included in the lease. 

not automatic. no fixed indexation. rents are reviewed, by 
negotiation, to a market rent when either a 
notice to terminate has been served or a new 
lease signed.

Belgium 9 9+ 3 yearly, with 6 months notice 
period.

retail only – normally the 
right to renew for a further 
three terms of 9 years.

Annual indexation to “health index” (an 
adjusted consumer price index).

Brazil 3-5 3-5 By negotiation. Yes on leases over 5 years. Annual inflation adjustment plus 3 yearly 
review.

Bulgaria 3/3 5 Break options after the third 
year with 6 months notice.

none other than by 
negotiation.

rents are indexed to eU hcPi or the euro 
zone hcPi index. indexation to Bulgarian cPi 
is rare.

canada office: 5-10 
ind: 3/5/10

5-10 not common, but where they 
do occur, are usually at the 
end of year 5 or 7 with a 
financial penalty.

Usually the right to renew for 
an additional 5 years. retail 
usually has two 5 year options.

right to renew typically at market rates. 
sometimes a renewal may specify at a rate not 
to exceed a set dollar amount.

channel 
islands

9-15 9-15 none except in the case of 21 
or 24 year leases with a 
tenant break at 15.

no security of tenure in 
Jersey or guernsey and 
renewal is by negotiation.

index linked 3 yearly rent reviews. Prime 
stock linked to market rental value and 
secondary stock to the cost of living.

chile 3-5 3-5 By negotiation. Automatically for the same 
period.

indexation to cPi.

china 3-5 2-15 years 
depending on 
tenant. normally, 
2-3 years for 
fashion,  5-10 
years for 
international 
brands and 10-15 
years for 
hypermarket/
supermarkets/
cinema.

rare but negotiable and 
compensation is payable.

none other than by 
negotiation.

not typical. new lease usually negotiated 
prior to lease end.

colombia 3-5 3-5 By negotiation. Automatically for the same 
period.

Annual indexation to iPc.

croatia 3+2/5 5+5, but some 
scs continue to 
insist on 10 year 
leases.

After the third year against a 
penalty fee of the annual rent 
plus service charges.

none other than by 
negotiation, although tenant 
only extension options 
common in the retail sector.

Annual indexation to euro zone cPi.

czech 
republic

3-5 / 3-5-10 5-10 negotiable, but clearly stated 
in the lease.

not automatic but may be 
included in the lease by 
negotiation.

Annual indexation to the relevant inflation 
index: euro zone or eU 27 hicP for 
euro-denominated leases or czech statistical 
office cPi for cZK leases.
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Denmark 3-5 3-5 negotiable. Yes. As a general rule, leases 
are constantly rolling until 
notice is served.

Annual cPi indexation or to a fixed 
percentage.

ecuador 1 1 generally no break options 
are available.

Defined as a clause in every 
contract, usually the tenant 
uses this right to renew.

contracts indexed to local consumer price 
index (inec).

estonia 3-5 / 3-10 5-10 none, only for leases of an 
unspecified term, where at 
least 3 months notice is 
required.

not automatic by law, but a 
common practice in the 
market.

rents in local currency (euro) but indexed to 
local inflation.

Finland 3-10 / 7-12 1-5 none. negotiable, options to renew 
increasing.

indexed annually or biannually to the cost of 
living (Fin elinkustannusindeksi).

France 9+/9 10-12 option every third year 
(except when a fixed term has 
been agreed).

right to renew for an extra 
term.

rents are indexed to the cost of construction 
index, published by the insee. the index is 
published quarterly but applied annually. new 
retail leases for shopping centres and retail 
parks are increasingly linked to the iLc index 
(indice des Loyers commerciaux). industrial 
and office properties can also be indexed to the 
iLAt index.

germany 5-10 / 3-10 5-10 negotiable for office and 
industrial. Unusual for retail or 
only with payment of a penalty.

right to renew for an extra 
term. Applicable for retail only 
if options to extend (e.g 5+5) 
were agreed in the contract.

generally rents are indexed to the official con-
sumer price index ("verbraucherpreisindex") 
– an automatic adjustment on a given date or 
whenever the changes occur.

greece 12 12 After the first year with 3 
months notice and paying 1 
month penalty.

right to extend for a further 
4 years.

Annual indexation to consumer price index or 
cPi plus 1 percentage point.

hong Kong 2,3 or 6 years 2–3 none other than by 
negotiation.

none other than by 
negotiation, 
however options for renewal 
are typical.

By negotiation but usually at lease renewal or 
3 yearly on longer leases.

hungary 3–5 5–10 After the third year against a 
penalty fee of the annual rent 
plus service charges.

none other than by 
negotiation, although  
tenant only extension 
options common  
in the retail sector.

Annual indexation to hicP. Alternatively, 
office rents may be indexed  
to eurostat’s MUicP.

india 3+3+3 
industrial – if  
customisation 
by the owner 
(for the 
tenant), then 
the tenure is 
5+3 years

3+3+3 (varies by 
region)

negotiable, typically with a   
3 – 6 month notice period.

retail - landlord locked in for 
9 years. however, the tenant 
can exit after 2-3 years 
(negotiable) by giving 3-6 
months notice.

none other than by 
negotiation, with an option 
for renewal.

office - mostly with the 
tenant for 9 years.

Fixed rental increase of 15.0% – 18.0% every 3 
years.

indonesia 3 /1-2 3 – 5 (specialty 
tenants)
5 – 10 (anchor 
tenants).

By negotiation and subject to 
landlord approval. in most 
instances the tenant is 
granted the right to sublease 
the property or are required 
to pay the rent for the 
remainder of the lease.

negotiable, but tenants do 
not have the automatic right 
to renew.

no indexation. review usually after lease 
term.
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ireland Up to 10 Up to 10 generally breaks after the 
fifth year, although some 
occupiers are now demanding 
breaks in year 3.

After 5 years, up to 20 year 
additional term. tenants can 
contract out of these rights 
once legal advice has been 
obtained.

Pre February 2010: 5 yearly to market rental 
value but upwards only. 
Post February 2010: 5 yearly to market rental 
value. 
Legislation from February 2010 prohibited the 
upwards only clause in all new leases.

israel 10/25 10 5 + 5 + 5 3 - 6 months for offices and 
retail, and 6 - 12 months for 
industrial. 

indexation to local cPi at each rent payment, 
typically quarterly.

italy Property lease: 
most typically 
6 + 6 yrs (but 
it may also be 
for other 
prescribed 
combinations 
e.g. for 9 + 6 
years, or for 9 
+ 9 years, or 
for a longer 
fixed period).

1) Property lease: 
see comment for 
off/ind 
2) Business Lease: 
usually for 5 to 7 
years but subject 
to negotiation. 

the 6 + 6 year regime 
(contemplated by the civil 
code) enables the tenant to 
restrict the term to 6 years, 
or automatically extend the 
term for the second period. 
Break clauses can be included 
within the lease structure by 
negotiation.

1) Property lease: tenants 
have the right to renew the 
lease contract at expiry 
through negotiations with 
the owner. if notice is served 
by the owner to terminate 
and the tenant vacates then 
they will have contractual 
rights to financial 
compensation. 
 
2) Business lease: tenants do 
not have any statutory right 
to renewal, or compensation 
if the landlord gives notice 
not to renew the contract.

Annual indexation to istAt (cost of living 
index). 
 
Property Lease: subject to negotiation: 75% of 
istAt or 100% if the lease is longer than 6 
years.
 
Business Lease: 100% of istAt or subject to 
negotiation.

Japan 2 5-10 standard termination 
provision with 6 months 
advance written notice for 
standard lease structures. no 
early termination rights for 
fixed-term lease structures.

indefinite for standard lease 
structures. none under 
fixed-term lease structure.

Mutual agreement is sought for standard lease 
structures, which can be any time but usually 
at the end of lease term. no review is possible 
for fixed-term lease structures.

Latvia 3-5 3-5 none, only for leases of an 
unspecified term, where at 
least 3 - 6 months notice is 
required but with minimal 
term of 1 year.

no automatic right to renew, 
but common practice in the 
market.

rents are indexed to either local inflation or 
euro cPi, or capped at a fixed rate.

Lithuania 2-5 2-5 none, unless the ownership 
changes during the lease 
contract.

no automatic right to renew, 
but common practice in the 
market.

rents are indexed to local inflation or more 
rarely to euro cPi, or capped at fixed rates 
(varies by sector).

Luxembourg 3-6-9 9-12 rare but negotiable, earliest 
after 3 years.

no automatic right to renew. Annual indexation to cPi, triggered by a set 
increase in the index.

Malaysia 3+3 3+3 Break options are not 
commonplace. 

typically after the expiry of 
the first term of tenancy, the 
second renewal is usually at 
tenant’s option subject to 
rent review. Further terms of 
renewal after the second 
term have to be negotiated 
separately with the landlord 
unless prior agreement has 
been made.

rents are not indexed although upon lease 
renewal are typically reviewed to market rents 
whereby the tenant pays a proportionate 
share of any increases. 

Mexico 3-5 5-10 negotiable. normally yes but 
subject to penalties.

none, other than by 
negotiation.

Annual increases to Us cPi. however, 
contracts are showing a new tendency to be 
negotiated in Mexican pesos.

source:  cushman & wakefield
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netherlands 5-10 5+5 negotiable for all sectors. retail: the tenant has 
security of tenure as the 
lease automatically renews at 
expiry, bearing in mind the 
notice period. the exception 
to this is if the landlord 
wishes to occupy, tear down 
or redevelop the building. 
these conditions are rather 
strict and in reality the 
landlord’s options of 
terminating the lease are 
limited.      
office and industrial: 
negotiable.        

Annual indexation to cPi.

new Zealand 9-12 3-6 rare but can be negotiated. the right to renew is 
negotiable and common in 
commercial and larger 
industrial leases.

Usually 3 years review to market rent 
(upwards only). in addition rents are adjusted 
annually through a 'ratchet' clause based on a 
fixed increase or cPi related increase.

norway 3-10 / 5-15 3-10 negotiable. statutory right to renew. Annual indexation to cPi.

Peru 3-5 3-5 By negotiation. By negotiation although 
depends on contract clauses 
- early termination 
possibilities exist.

Annual inflation adjustment to Us cPi.

Philippines 3-5 3-5 Break clauses must be 
stipulated in the lease. in the 
absence of an agreed break 
clause the tenant will be 
required to pay a penalty which 
is usually equivalent to the 
remaining proportion of the 
unexpired lease.

the current tenant is 
normally granted the right to 
renew. tenants are required 
to submit, 90-days prior to 
lease expiry, a letter 
expressing interest in 
renewing the lease.

Leases are not indexed. Any escalations to the 
rent must be specifically stipulated in the 
contract.

Poland 5-10/3-5 3-5 (10 for large 
size operators)

the current market 
conditions give preference to 
long term leases with no 
automatic extensions. 
termination options are not a 
standard but if exist the 
corresponding penalty 
applies. in open-ended leases 
there is typically a 3-6 month 
notice period. 

no automatic right to renew. Annual indexation to euro zone cPi or less 
frequently a fixed increase of 2.0% - 3.0%.

Portugal 3 5 old leases: no break option. 
new leases: Freely negotiated 
between parties – usually 120 
days notice for both parties. 
shopping centres: 
traditionally, there were no 
break options in unit shops, 
but these are becoming more 
usual, depending on retailers’ 
bargaining power, higher in 
weaker sc. For anchors there 
is a break option after 5 or 6 
years of contract. in high 
street retail, there’s a break 
option on the 3rd or 5th year 
of contract.

old leases: the tenant has 
automatic security of tenure. 
new leases: termination and/
or renewal provisions within 
the lease contract.

new lease - Freely negotiated between 
parties, usually increased annually according to 
inflation (yearly published by the government). 
old lease - no indexation. 
shopping centres - Usually increased annually 
according to inflation (based 100% of cPi 
published by ine).

source:  cushman & wakefield
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republic of 
Korea

3+2 2+2 negotiable. negotiable. Annual review to market value with cPi.

romania 3-5 3-5 no break options. negotiable. Annual indexation to euro cPi.

russia 5 / 1-3 3-5 office: Possible after 1 year 
but more commonly 3 years, 
whereby the deposit is 
retained by the landlord. 
notice period is 6-9 months. 
when there is an option to 
review the rent after the 3rd 
year, the contract can be 
terminated from both sides. 
retail: Break option is not 
common in the market. if 
break option is presupposed 
there are strict penalties for 
pre-term break.

Yes if  stated in the lease. Annual indexation to UsA/eU cPi or fixed 
increase (variable by sector).

serbia 3-5 3-5 subject to negotiation. no automatic right to renew. Annually to cPi.

singapore 2-3 2-3 only by negotiation but not 
common. tenant has to seek 
replacement for remaining 
lease.

none other than by 
negotiation.

By negotiation, typically at lease end or after 3 
years for leases longer than 3 years. 

slovakia 3-5-10 5-10 only by negotiation. none. Annually indexed to euro zone or eU 27 hicP.

slovenia 1-10 5-10 (sc & rw)/ 
5 (hs)

not customary. By negotiation 
and with landlord agreement. 

no automatic right to renew. not all leases are indexed. For those that are, 
indexation varies but is typically either 
slovenian cPi or Austrian cPi.

south Africa 3-5 3-5 none other than by 
negotiation.

Lease renewal negotiations 
are held 3-6 months before 
lease expiration.

reviews at lease expiration and typically to 
market value.

spain 3-5 / 5+ 5+ (10-15 for hs) negotiable after 3-5 years for 
longer leases.

negotiable, usually none. Annual indexation to iPc.

sweden 3-5 3-5 May occur in leases over 3 
years, although in most cases 
associated with a penalty fee. 

commercial leases are 
automatically renewed at the 
end of the lease term (usually 
for 3 or 5 years at a time) if 
neither landlord nor tenant 
serves notice.

indexed annually to the consumer price index 
(cPi).

switzerland 5 5 negotiable. Yes if stated in lease. Annual indexation to swiss cPi is typical.

taiwan 3-5 3-5 negotiable. Usually tenants 
can exercise the break option 
after the first or second year 
but are subject to a penalty 
(equivalent to about one to 
three months rent).

no statutory right to renew. rent increases run between 2% – 3% or at the 
cPi equivalent starting from the 3rd year of 
leasing term.

thailand 3/3 3 normally not available unless 
tenant is going bankrupt.

Upon negotiation. negotiable and typically between 5.0% - 15.0% 
of existing gross rent. Depends on whether 
applied annually (increasingly seen) or a 
one-off increase often seen on 3-year lease 
terms.

turkey 3-5 / 5-10 5-10 Yes. subject to negotiation. Annual indexation to cPi (local currency 
contract) or fixed step rents through the lease 
term (foreign currency contract).

source:  cushman & wakefield
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stAnDArD gLoBAL LeAse terMs

sUMMArY tABLe

coUntrY Length - YeArs tenAnt BreAKs secUritY oF tenUre/
right to renew

inDexAtion or review

oFF/inD retAiL

Ukraine 3-5 3-5 Yes, but clause should be 
included in lease.

security of tenure is not 
automatic but can be agreed 
in negotiations. An option to 
extend is often incorporated 
in the lease by negotiation.

By negotiation.

United Arab 
emirates

1-3 1-3 negotiable with fee. Leases, unless otherwise 
stipulated in the contract are 
protected by the real estate 
regulatory Authority (rerA) 
which provides the tenant 
the automatic right to renew.

none.

United 
Kingdom

5-10-15 15-25 negotiable, after the first 
rent review at the earliest.

Yes, if lease is within the 
security of tenure provisions 
of the Landlord & tenant Act 
1954 Part ii (as amended).

5 yearly to open market value (upward only).

UsA 5-10 10 negotiable. none other than by 
negotiation.

Fixed increments at 3 and 5 years or  
indexation to cPi.

vietnam 3 3 negotiable. negotiable. indexation is typically at lease end, or at 
pre-determined fixed intervals, and to open  
market rental value.

source:  cushman & wakefield
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ABoUt the rePort

this report has been prepared based on data collected through our own research as well as information available to us from public and 
other external sources.  the deals data used relates to non-confidential reported market transactions and excluding indirect investment.  in 
respect of all external information, the sources are believed to be reliable and have been used in good faith.  however, cushman & wakefield 
cannot accept responsibility for their accuracy and completeness, nor for any undisclosed matters that would affect the conclusions we have 
drawn.  certain of the assumptions and definitions used in this research work are given within the body of the text.  information on any 
other matters can be obtained from the european research group of cushman & wakefield.

Many of the rankings contained within this winning in growth cities publication are cushman & wakefield composite rankings, collated 
using a variety of reliable secondary sources and a range of data indicators. these individual data indicators, scores and other forms of 
discreet data have been further weighted, scored and ranked using a strict methodology, which varies from indicator to indicator. the 
following table rankings are considered composite rankings: top cities for retail (page 28); top cities for commerce and Finance (page 29); 
top cities for connectivity (page 31); top cities for green transport (page 32); top cities for quality of Life (page 33); top cities for 
tourism and culture (page 34); and top cities for education and skills (page 35). cushman & wakefield have made every effort to indicate 
the composite rankings as well as the utilised sources.

sources of information used are provided in the report but for further detail contact cushman & wakefield research:

rePort soUrces

Joanna Tano
Associate – european research group
joanna.tano@eur.cushwake.com 
+44 20 7152 5944

David Hutchings                                                                                
head of the european research group
david.hutchings@eur.cushwake.com
+44 20 7152 5029

The Summary

cushman & wakefield, AAPA, Aci, Brookings institute, ePoMM, Fortune Magazine, gawc, oxford economics, real capital Analytics, ,thomas Brinkhoff: the 
Principal Agglomerations of the world (http://www.citypopulation.de), Z/Yen group

Who are the Winning Cities?

cushman & wakefield, real capital Analytics

What is Driving City Success?

cushman & wakefield, AAPA, Aci, Brookings institute, oxford economics, Moody’s Analytics, U.s. census Bureau, ePoMM, euromonitor international,           
Fortune Magazine, gawc, iBM, Mastercard, oecD, operabase, qs quacquarelli symonds Limited, times higher education, thomas Brinkhoff: the Principal 
Agglomerations of the world (http://www.citypopulation.de), Unesco, www.innovation-cities.com (2thinknow), www.theartnewspaper.com, Z/Yen group 
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contActs

oUr cAPitAL MArKets services

capital Markets provides advisory and execution and investment management services to clients engaged in buying, selling, investing in, 
financing or building real estate. these services typically are provided to private and institutional owners and investors, as well as to corporate 
owners and occupiers.

our objective is to advise clients on how to maximise the value of their real estate. we assist them in extracting that value through the 
application of sophisticated financial strategies and funding mechanisms. our efforts include but are not limited to investment sales and 
purchases, loan sales, joint ventures, sale-leasebacks, tarditional mortgages, private placements, securities underwriting, mezzanine financing, 
loan syndication and other financing vehicles.

oUr reseArch services

the research group provides a strategic advisory and supporting role to our clients. consultancy projects are undertaken on a local and 
international basis, providing in-depth advice and analysis, detailed market appraisals and location and investment strategies. typical projects 
include:

the AMericAs
Maria Sicola
executive Managing Director 
the Americas
maria.sicola@cushwake.com
+1 415 773 3542

AsiA PAciFic
Sigrid Zialcita
Managing Director 
Asia Pacific
sigrid.zialcita@ap.cushwake.com
+65 6232 0875

eMeA
David Hutchings                                                                                
head of the european research group 
eMeA
david.hutchings@eur.cushwake.com
+44 20 7152 5029

AsiA PAciFic
John Stinson
head of capital Markets 
Asia Pacific
john.stinson@ap.cushwake.com 
+65 6232 0878

gLoBAL/the AMericAs
Greg Vorwaller
executive vice President
global head of capital Markets
greg.vorwaller@cushwake.com
+1 312 470 1855

the AMericAs
Janice Stanton
senior Managing Director 
capital Markets
janice.stanton@cushwake.com 
+1 212 841 5025 

eMeA
Michael Rhydderch
head of capital Markets 
eMeA
michael.rhydderch@eur.cushwake.com 
+44 20 7152 5060

gLoBAL cAPitAL MArKets contActs

gLoBAL reseAch contActs

•  reliable and comparable data and market intelligence

•  site specific, location analysis, ranking and targeting  
for occupation or investment

•  analysis of future development activity and existing  
supply/competition

•  market research and demand analysis by retail/industry sector

•  rental analysis, forecasts & investment and portfolio strategy
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the AMericAs

ArgentinA
+54 11 5555 1111

Herman Faigenbaum
Managing Director
herman.faigenbaum@sa.cushwake.com

carlos Pellegrini 1141 6° piso
c1009ABx
Buenos Aires
Argentina

BrAZiL
Marcelo C. Santos
vice President, capital Markets and v&A
marcelo.santos@sa.cushwake.com
+ 55 11 3014 5201

Fernanda Rosalem 
Partner, head of capital Markets
fernanda.rosalem@sa.cushwake.com
+55 11 550 15494

Fernando Belloube
Director of capital Markets
fernando.belloube@sa.cushwake.com
+55 11 5501 5481

edificio Berrini 500
Praça Prof. José Lannes 40 – 3rd Floor
04571-100 sao Paulo
Brazil

cAnADA
Pierre Bergevin
President & ceo, canada
pierre.bergevin@ca.cushwake.com 
+1 416 359 2372

33 Yonge street, suite 1000
toronto, ontario Mse 1s9
canada

chiLe
Maclean Oliveira
executive Manager -transactions sA
maclean.oliveira@sa.cushwake.com
+ 55 11 5501 5463

Praça Professor José Lannes, 40 – 3rd 
Floor 
04571-100 - são Paulo
Brazil

Mexico
Ander Legorreta
head of capital Markets,   
Mexico
ander.legorreta@cushwake.com 
+52 55 8525 8027 

Paseo de los tamarindos 60-B Piso 2
col. Bosques de las Lomas
México, D.F.  05120

UniteD stAtes
new YorK
Steven Kohn
executive vice President, capital 
Markets
steven.kohn@cushwake.com
+1 212 841 9216 

Michael Rotchford
executive vice President, investment 
Banking
michael.rotchford@cushwake.com
+1 212 841 7616 

1290 Avenue of the Americas
new York
nY 10104-6178
UsA

sAn FrAncisco
Steve Weilbach
senior Managing Director, capital 
Markets
steve.weilbach@cushwake.com
+1 415 773 3510 

one Maritime Plaza
suite 900
san Francisco, cA 94111
UsA

Los AngeLes
Curtis Magleby
senior Managing Director,            
capital Markets
curtis.magleby@cushwake.com
+1 213 955 6467

601 s. Figueroa street
47th Floor
Los Angeles, cA 90017
UsA

AsiA PAciFic

AUstrALiA
Tony Dixon          
Director, investment sales 
tony.dixon@ap.cushwake.com
+61 2 92296853

Level 18, 175 Pitt street
sydney
nsw 2000
Australia

chinA
Jack Ye
Director
jack.ye@ap.cushwake.com
+86 21 2320 0808

Units 2606-2609,                        
the headquarters Building
168 xi Zang Zhong Lu
shanghai 200001
china

hong Kong
Kent Fong
senior Director
kent.fong@ap.cushwake.com
+852 2956 7081

Ricky Wong
senior Director
ricky.wong@ap.cushwake.com
+852 2956 7084

9/F st george’s Building, 
2 ice house street
hong Kong

inDiA
Manish Aggarwal
Director
manish.aggarwal@ap.cushwake.com
+91 124 469 5555

14th Floor, tower c
Building 8, DLF cyber city 
gurgaon 122002 
India

inDonesiA
Handa Sulaiman 
executive Director
handa.sulaiman@ap.cushwake.com 
+62 21 2550 9570
indonesia stock exchange Building tower 2
15/F, Ji. Jend. sudirman Kav.52-53
Jakarta 12190, indonesia

JAPAn
Yoshiyuki Tanaka
 executive Director
yoshiyuki.tanaka@ap.cushwake.com
+813 3596 7070

sanno Park tower 13F
2-11-1 nagatacho, chiyoda-ku
tokyo 100-6113
Japan

rePUBLic oF KoreA
Shawna Yang
Associate Director
shawna.yang@ap.cushwake.com
+82 2 3708 8831

5/F Korea computer Building
21, sogong-dong
seoul
republic of Korea

singAPore
Priyaranjan Kumar
regional Director, capital Markets 
Asia Pacific
priyaranjan.kumar@ap.cushwake.com
+65 8339 5335

3 church street
#09-03, samsung hub
singapore 049483

vietnAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Chris Brown
Associate Director
chris.brown@ap.cushwake.com
+84 4 6291 4707

2/F, 52 Dong Du, District 1
ho chi Minh city
vietnam

For all other Asia Pacific 
enquiries please contact:
John Stinson
Managing Director capital Markets 
Asia Pacific
john.stinson@ap.cushwake.com
+65 6232 0878

3 church street
#09-03, samsung hub
singapore 049483

2012/2013
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eMeA

BeLgiUM
Maxime Xantippe 
Partner, head of capital Markets
maxime.xantippe@eur.cushwake.com
+32 2 514 4000

Avenue des Arts, 56 
Kunstlaan 56 
1000 Brussels
Belgium

cZech rePUBLic
James Chapman 
Partner, head of capital Markets
james.chapman@eur.cushwake.com
+420 234 603 210

na Prikope 1
110 00 Prague 1
czech republic

FrAnce
Thierry Juteau
Partner, head of capital Markets
thierry.juteau@eur.cushwake.com
+33 1 53 76 95 51 

11-13 Ave de Friedland
Paris 75008
France

gerMAnY
Frankfurt
Dr. Martin Braun 
Partner, head of capital Markets
martin.braun@eur.cushwake.com
+49 69 506073 350

hUngArY
Charles Taylor 
Partner, head of capital Markets
charles.taylor@eur.cushwake.com
+36 1 268 1288

Deák Palota
Deák Ferenc utca 15
Budapest 1052
hungary

itALY
Milan
stephen screene 
Partner, head of capital Markets
stephen.screene@eur.cushwake.com 
+39 02 63 7991

via F. turati 16/18
20121 Milan
italy

the netherLAnDs
Mathijs Flierman 
Partner, head of capital Markets
mathijs.flierman@eur.cushwake.com
+3120 800 2089 

Atrium, 3e verdieping/3rd Floor
strawinskylaan 3125
1077 Zx Amsterdam
netherlands

PoLAnD
Richard Petersen 
Managing Partner
richard.petersen@eur.cushwake.com
+48 22 8202059 

Metropolitan
Plac Pilsudskiego 1
00-078 warsaw
Poland

PortUgAL
Luis Antunes
Partner, head of capital Markets
luis.antunes@eur.cushwake.com
+351 21 322 4753

Avenida da Liberdade 131
2nd Floor
1250-140 Lisbon
Portugal

roMAniA
Costel Florea  
Partner, head of capital Markets
costel.florea@eur.cushwake.com
+40 21 4080312

opera center, 2 Dr. nicolae staicovici st.
4th Floor, sector 5, Bucharest
romania

rUssiA
Tom Cashel 
Partner, head of capital Markets
tom.cashel@eur.cushwake.com
+7 495 799 9875

Ducat Place ||| Bc, 6th Floor
gasheka street, 6
125047 Moscow
russia

sLovAKiA
James Chapman  
Partner, head of capital Markets
james.chapman@eur.cushwake.com
+420 234 603 210

Mostová 2
811 02 Bratislava
slovakia

sPAin
Barcelona
Reno Cardiff 
Partner, capital Markets
reno.cardiff@eur.cushwake.com
+34 93 488 18 81

Passeig de gràcia 56-7°c
08007 Barcelona
spain

Madrid
rupert Lea
head of retail capital Markets
rupert.lea@eur.cushwake.com
+34 91 781 00 10

Paloma Relinque
Partner, Business space capital Markets
paloma.relinque@eur.cushwake.com
+34 91 781 00 10

Edificio Beatriz
José ortega y gasset, 29-6a Plta
28006 Madrid
spain

sweDen
Magnus Lange
Managing Partner
magnus.lange@eur.cushwake.com
+46 85 456 7714

sergels torg 12
se-111 57 stockholm
sweden

tUrKeY
Alper Aras
head of capital Markets
alper.aras@eur.cushwake.com
+90 212 334 78 13

inönü cad. Devres han no. 50 2/A
gümüssuyu 34437
Beyoglu
istanbul
turkey

UniteD KingDoM
Clive Bull
Partner, capital Markets
clive.bull@eur.cushwake.com
+44 207 152 5179 

David Erwin
ceo, UK capital Markets
david.erwin@eur.cushwake.com
+44 207 1525016

PJ Thibault
Partner, head of Business space
pj.thibault@eur.cushwake.com
+44 20 7152 5022

For all other EMEA enquiries 
contact:

Michael Rhydderch
Partner, head of eMeA capital Markets 
michael.rhydderch@eur.cushwake.com
+44 207 152 5060
43/45 Portman square
London w1A 3Bg
england
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cushman & wakefield is the world’s largest privately-held commercial real estate services firm. the company advises and 
represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment, and has established a preeminent position in the 
world’s major markets, as evidenced by its frequent involvement in many of the most significant property leases, sales and 
assignments. Founded in 1917 it has 243 offices in 60 countries and more than 14,000 employees. it offers a complete 
range of services for all property types, including leasing, sales and acquisitions, equity, debt and structured finance, 
corporate finance and investment banking, corporate services, property management, facilities management, project 
management, consulting and appraisal. the firm has more than $4 billion in assets under management through its wholly-
owned subsidiary cushman & wakefield investors. A recognized leader in local and global real estate research, the firm 
publishes its market information and studies online at www.cushmanwakefield.com/knowledge.

this report has been prepared solely for information purposes. it does not purport to be a complete description of the 
markets or developments contained in this material.  the information on which this report is based has been obtained 
from sources we believe to be reliable, but we have not independently verified such information and we do not guarantee 
that the information is accurate or complete. 

©2012 cushman & wakefield, inc.  All rights reserved. 
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